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ABSTRACT 

The guidelines currently utilized to evaluate the need for 
pedestrian accommodations in suburban areas were reviewed and 
summarized. Information was obtained from the literature, a mail 
survey, and personal interviews. Recommendations were developed 
for use in pedestrian planning. A handbook was prepared to assist 
planners and engineers in deciding when and where a pedestrian 
facility should be installed or retrofitted and the kind of facility 
that would be most appropriate. 
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PLANNING FOR PEDESTRIANS WITHIN THE HIGHWAY ENVIRONMENT 

by 

E. D. Arnold, Jr. 
Research Scientist 

and 

Roni Robins 
Research Assistant 

INTRODUCTION 

To date, highway planners and designers have placed much 
emphasis on providing technically efficient highway systems, but 
in most instances have given little attention to accommodations 
for the pedestrian. This limited approach to planning has resulted 
in travel delays for both the pedestrian and the motorist and in- 
creased safety risks, particularly for the pedestrian; and to a 
considerable extent it has precluded walking as an alternative to 
vehicular travel. Moreover, as the demands for energy resources 
continue to increase and supplies remain questionable, the accom- 
modation of non-motorized travel in the highway environment becomes 
an increasingly important option. 

In light of the above, pedestrian needs should receive proper 
and systematic consideration in the initial stages of transportation 
projects. At present, a majority of the planning for pedestrian 
travel is focused on activity within highly developed, densely popu- 
lated areas, particularly the central business district. There, the 
multitude of available trip destinations within short distances and 
the large volumes of pedestrians make the need to accommodate pedes- 
trian movements readily observable. On the other hand, in suburban 
environments the significance of pedestrian travel is not as readily 
apparent. In these environments, pedestrian travel is diffuse, pe- 
riodic, and in lower volumes. Most suburban families use the auto- 
mobile for trips their urban counterparts can make by walking or 
using mass transit; hence, pedestrian travel plays a minor role in 
the overall travel behavior of a typical suburban resident. 

Currently, pedestrian facilities are provided by the Virginia 
Department of Highways and Transportation in response to requests 
from the public, local governments, and resident engineers, and where 
an obvious need exists. In most instances, and where deemed appro- 
priate, at-grade pedestrian accommodations are utilized. In some 

cases, however, grade separations are provided where major highways 
or topographic features create barriers to pedestrian travel. In 



most cases decisions megamding the need for a pedestmian treatment 
and the type of treatment are based on engineering jud.gment. Theme 
is a need Zo define criteria, guidelines, or, if possible, warrants 
to assist Department engineers in these decisions. 

PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The primary purpose of the study was to develop guidelines for 
the effective accommodation of pedestrians in suburban areas. These 
guidelines provide information that will assist planners and engi- 
neers with decisions pertaining to (i) when and where a pedestrian 
facility should be installed or retrofitted, and (2) what kind of 
pedestrian facility would be most appropriate. 

The scope of the project was limited to a review and sum•nary of 
existing practices. 

The procedure followed in collecting the information consisted 
of three basic parts: (i) a literature review, (2) a mail survey 
of the 49 other state transportation agencies and selected cities 
and urbanized counties in and outside of Virginia, and (•) personal 
contacts with Department officials to determine existing procedures- 
within the Department. 

FINDINGS 

Guidelines, criteria, warrants, and even systema.tic methods 
have been developed and are being used to determine the need for 
pedestrian facilities. These may be very general or may be very 
specific in assigning threshold numbers to certain factors indica- 
tive of pedestrian needs. In order to make this report as concise 
and useful as possible, all guidelines, etc., uncovered in the litera- 
ture review and the ma 4• 

__. survey are provided in Appendices A through 
F, which are labeled by type of facility, including sidewalks, cross- 
walks, signals, grade separations, refuge islands, and barriers. 
Also there are guidelines for school crossings. Thus a reader con- 
cerned with the evaluation of the need for a certain type of pedes- 
trian facility should refer to the appropriate appendix for a de- 
scription of general and specific guidelines being used. It is noted 
that in some instance.s guidelines are duplicated among the sources,, 
or, in fact, may be contradictory, but this format allows maximum 
flexibility in the use Of engineering judgement and site-specific 
variables. 



Following in this section of the report are discussions of 
two other pertinent topics from the literature review, the results 
of the mail survey, and the Department's current activities in 
pedestrian planning. 

Literature Review 

Many of the guidelines listed in the appendices require pedes- 
trian demand calculations and economic analyses. The information 
from the literature on these two topics is summarized under the 
succeeding subheadings. 

Pedestrian Demand 

The most obvious and easiest method of deriving a pedestrian 
demand is to conduct a field survey and count the number of pedes- 
trians either walking along or crossing the roadway. In fact, many 
of the guidelines are based on just such data. Unfortunately, this 
procedure does not work when pedestrian demand is needed at loca- 
tions where pedestrian activity is nonexistent, e.g., at a proposed 
crossing of a freeway. Further, even at locations where pedestrian 
activity is feasible, safety aspects or other features may inhibit 
pedestrian crossings. An example of this situation is a 4-1ane 
suburban arterial with heavy traffic volumes and no traffic control 
devices. Accordingly, a latent demand should be considered. Final- 
ly, a valid planning effort should consider future pedestrian demand, 
especially when a pedestrian facility is being considered for a 
future highway improvement. 

The determination of latent and forecasted pedestrian demand is 
certainly not an exact science. Pedestrian trips are likely to show 
considerable variation, as indicated by the large number of trip 
variables shown in Table I. A formal planning process which includes 
the calculation of pedestrian demand has been developed for central 
city areas where s•gificant pedestrian movement is exhibited over 

a widespread area. This entire process is, unfortunately, not 
directly applicable to the isolated suburban location that is the 
subject of this report. The parts of this process involving trip 
generation rates are relative to this study, and a small section of 
the manual which provides information on person-trips for various 
land uses has been reproduced as Appendix G. 

When these rates are applied to a specific land use, an esti- 
mate of the total 2-way person-trips per hour generated or attracted 
to that land use is derived. This number has limited direct appli- 
cation; for example, it may be used to estimate the number .of pedes- 
trians utilizing a sidewalk at any of the predominantly attraction 



land uses. For the most part, however, the number must be modified 
to reflect the number of actual pedestrian trips, the number of 
trips by certain purposes, or the number of trips along a certain 
link. The previously mentioned planning process utilizes a gravity 
model approach similar to that used for vehicular demands. This 
method is not suited to an isolated suburban location, and other 
techniques must be employed. 

The literature and survey material obtained did not contain 
much information on calculating latent or future pedestrian demand. 
Generally, the techniques must involve the calculation of potential 
trips between two areas or zones. A simplified origin and destina- 
tion survey might be feasible, e.g., a survey recording license 
plates in the origin and destination zones. Another possibility 
would be to utilize existing trip tables and reduce the zone-to- 
zone trips to potential pedestrian trips, perhaps based on an 
acceptable walking distance. The Department has utilized a tech- 
nique employing various pedestrian characteristics in studies of 
pedestrian overpasses. Specific pedestrian trip rates for calculating 
latent or forecasted demand were not found in the surveyed literature. 

Finally, the research group at the New Jersey DOT has developed 
a technique assuming that a relationship between the method of pre- 
dicting auto trips and pedestrian trips would exist when the pre- 
dicted distances are short. (2) A one-quarter mile radius circle 
was chosen as a reasonable limit for which this assumption would 
hold. The proposed pedestrian grade separation would be the center 
of the circle, with the crossed roadway separating .the circle into 
two zones, each generating trips to the opposite zone. Two pedes- 
trian trips per day per household were assumed, and a percentage of 
these trips assigned to the four major attractions of school, com- 
mercial, institutional, and recrea.tional land uses. This process 
is more clearly defined in Table 2. 

E•pnomic Analyse.• 
An economic analysis, frequently a benefit-cost comparison, has 

traditionally been performed to evaluate highway improvements. In 
the case of pedestrian facilities, however, this ha• genemally not 
been the case. This is evidenced by the information received in the 
mail survey discussed later in the report. The basic problem en- 
countered in an economic analysis of pedestrian facilities is the 
quantification of the benefits and even some of the associated costs. 
Table 3 lists examples of typical costs and bene.fits associated with 
a pedestrian facility and the common unit of measurement. The prob- 
lem of simply quantifying some of these variables is obvious; much 
more difficult is the assignment of monetary values. Limited docu- 
mentation is available which attempts to assign monetary values to 
some of these variables; however, several subjective scoring schemes have(b•en proposed. One such technique is the "value rating" 
tern, 3 

an explanation of which has been reproduced as Appendix H. 
If a more comprehensive scheme is desired, the reader should refer 
to NCHRP Report 189. (4) Table 4 is a list of the variables for whi•-.h 
a nume•icai--scor•ng scheme has been derived in the •eport. 



Table i 

Pedestrian Trip Variables 

.O0 'Lo  
S,TAIRT ,NODE /- 

] PERSONAL 
VARIABLES 

Transit 
Auto 

Walk 

WalkTime 
-----Save Fare 

Walk Reliability 
Fatigue, Handicaps 
Exercise 
Comfort 
Other 

Work 
Shop [ 

TRIPPURPOSE 
1 Business 

Cultural 
Social 
Other 

LAND USE 
'1 

END NODE,,, 

Terrain 
Walking Distance 
Traffic Signal Delay 
Traffic Conflicts 
Energy Output 
Image, Interest 
Weather Protection 
Security 
Other 

Office 
Store 
Industrial 
Theater, Museum 
Government 

-Historical 
-School 
-Residential 
Other 

Soul•c e P, edestri•a n Planning and Desi•g_n, 
Copyright 1971. 

John J. Fruin, 



Table 2 

New Jersey Trip Generation Process 

Number of Households" Zone Zone 2 

At:factions Trips/Day/Houseno ld 
In Zone Assioned 

Number of House- 
holds in Zone 2 

*School (0 or l.O) x 

"Conmerci a (0 to O. 4 x 

Institutional (0 or 0.3) x 

Recreational (0 or 0.3) x 

TOTAL 

Attrac=ions Trips/DaylHouseho] d 
Zone 2 A.ss •_ne.•.• 

"School (0 or l.O) x 

•Co•nercl al (0 to O. 4) x 

Institutional (0 or 0.3) x 

Recreational (0 or 0..3) x 

TOTAL 

Number of House- 
holas in Zone 

Tota 
Trips/Day 

Zone 2 to Zone 

Tota 
Trips/Day 

Zone to Zone 2 

Total Trips. Per Day Zone 2 to Zone 

Total Trios Per Day Zone to Zone 

Bus Stop Trips Per Day 

Tota Trips 

* If the actual number of school children is known 
for eiti•er zone, multiply by two and use that 
number for Total Trips Per Day. 

Contnerci al Actl vi ty exi s ts- 

Trips O. I, if there are to 4 establishments, 
TriDs/Da)•/Household 0.2, if there are 5 to 8 establishments, 
Trios/Day/Household 0.3, if there are g to 12 establishments, 
Trl.os/Day/Flousehold 0.4, if there are 13 or more establishments. 

Source- Pedestrian Grade Separation Locations A Priority 
Ranking Sys,,t•,e,,m Volume Ii, New Jersey DOT, Divi"s'i'o• 
of R $ D, December 1975. 



Table 3 

Typical Costs and Benefits of Pedestrian Facilities 

Cost C•te•ie• 
Design costs 
Construction costs (including manpower) 
Annual maintenance and operating costs 
Vehicle delay 
Vehicle delay 
Pedestrian delay 
Implementation 
Ecological costs 

Air pollution 
Noise pollution 
Visual oollution 

Cost of an Accident 

Unit of M•asurement 

Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Time 
Time 
Time 

Parts per million 
Decibels 
Subjective 
Dollars 

Accident frequency reduction 
Accident severity reduction 
Facility life expectancy 
Vehicle delay reduction 
Vehicle delay reduction 
Pedestrian delay reduction 
Economic impact 
Social impact 
Convenience 
Ecological imDects 

Air pollution reduction 
Noise pollution reduction 
Aesthetic 

Unit o• Measurement 

Numerical 
Numerical 
Time 
Dollars 
Time 
Time 
Dollars 
Subjective 
Subjeczive 

Parts per million 
Decibels 
Subjective 

Sotll•C e Model Pedestrian Safety Program, User's Manual, 
U. -S DOT',' FHWA', J{i"ne i'9'• 8. 



Pedestrian 

Tab le 4 

Facility Evaluation Variables 

1. TRANSPORTATION 

1.1 

1.2 Motor Vehicles 

1.2.1 Motor Vehicle TrlN• Co•ts 
1.2.2 U=e of AutomoOfle= 
1.2.3 $igrml/$igning Nee¢• Adiacent to FacitiW 

1.3 Other 

1.3.1 
1.3.2 

Commumcv Trensi)or•ation 
AdlIDtll:•iity tO Future Translx)r•atlon De•elooment Ptens 
I• On USE Of Exisllrlg Transl=•ttation Systems 

SAFETY/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

2.1 

2.2 Attractiv•msl of ;¢urroundin•s 
2.2.1 PKies'J'im•.,Or•ented Environment 
2.:2.2 Licter Concrol 
2.2.3 C•lm•rV 
2.2.4 CJim•te Control an¢• Wether Protection 

Enwronm•¢/l-tealth 
2,3.1 Effects of Air Potlubon 
2.3.2 Noise lml;iact$ of Motor Vehicles 
2.3.3 H•lltll Effects of Wllking |eur¢ise, f=tigul, etc.) 
2.3.4 Col•llrvltiOn Of Resourcis 

3. RESIOENTIAL/BUSINESS 

3,1 Residential Nek•bomooCb 
3.1.1 F•ziclz•t•i Dislocation 
3.1.2 ••nity Pr•. ••m. 
3.I.3 

3.2.20;•mm or R•ion R•mr• En•r• 0Y FlciltW 

3.2.4 

4. GOVERNMENT ANO INSTITUTIONS 

4.1 Tr•nsoormtion erKI L•n0--CJse Ptlnning 
4.1.1 Public PartX:il•tion in the Phmnin9 
4.1.2 Conforrrmnce w•tfl R•uir•ent• and Regutmtions 

4.2 

4.3 

Source .Quan..t._ifying,,,t,he Benefits of Separa.t.i,ng Pedestrian and 
Vehic-les, National Cooper-a•ive Highway Rese•rch Program 
•eport 189, Transportation Research Board, 1978. 



Q, ue,sti, o.n.naire Sur_vey 

To determine existing pedestrian planning activities, a ques- 
tionnaire was mailed to the transportation departments in the 50 
states, to 19 cities and urbanized counties in Virginia, and to 14 
other cities and urbanized counties throughout the country which 
the literature review indicated were conducting pedestrian planning 
activities. Responses were received from 43 other states, 14 local- 
ities in Virginia, and 9 localities outside the state. The primary 
objective of the questionnaire, which is reproduced in Figure i, was 
to elicit guidelines, warrants, standards, procedures, etc., being 
used in planning or evaluating the need for pedestrian facilities. 
The secondary objective was to obtain information on specific as- 
pects of pedestrian planning activities. Although the relatively 
high response rate, due in part to follow-up phone calls, is indic- 
ative of a successful survey with regard to the latter objective, 
very little new information regarding the primary objective was re- 
ceived. In fact, only 16 respondents included material in addition 
to the questionnaire. Table 5 summarizes the questions which are quantifiable, and these questions plus the others are discussed in 
the remainder of this section. 

Eighty-two percent of the respondents indicated that pedestrians 
are routinely considered in the transportation planning process. Be- 
cause of the aforementioned lack of methodological information ob- 
tained in the survey, however, it is questionable whether that many 
respondents routinely consider pedestrians in a formal or systematic 
way. Of those respondents saying that they do, 98% give considera- 
tion to pedestrians in the design stage. Pedestrians are considered 
by less than 50% of the respondents at each of the other stages of 
planning. 

Approximately 63% of the respondents utilize some form of guide- 
lines or rules for mitigating pedestrian-vehicle conflicts. Pedes- 
trian facilities incorporated by over 80% of t•he respondents are 
crosswalks with pavement markings only, crosswalks with regular 
signals, crosswalks with pedestrian signals, and crosswalks with ac- 
tuated pedestrian signals. Pedestrian underpasses and crosswalks in 
conjunction with a signal having a delay phase are utilized by les.s 
than 51% of the respondents. The other three accommodations are 
grouped between these extremes. Several other types of pedestrian 
facilities or strategies were listed. These included crosswalks in 
conjunction with a reduced speed limit, crosswalks with advanced 
signing, rerouting of pedestrians, installation of lighting at con- 
flict points, and the use of adult crossing guards at school sites. 



Figure I. Questionnaire on pedestrian planning activities. 

Name of Organization 
Your Name 

Your Phone No. 
Your Title 

(a) Does your agency routinely consider pedestrians in the transportation planning process? 
Yes No 

(b) If yes, at what stage in the planning process are they considered? 
Systems Design Corrido• Plan Approval Location Project Approval 
Other (specify and explain) 
Comments- 

'(•i'ea-se se•d any "writ't'e• inform•t'ion, documents, flow Ch•rJr.S, etc., that explain when 
or how pedestrians are considered in the planning process.) 

Does your agency have any formal or informal guidelines, warrants, or Standards for mitlgatin• 
pedestrian-vehlcle conflicts? Yes No 
Comments" 

What pedestrian accommodations does your agency use to resolve pedestrian-vehicle conflicts? 
Crosswalks with pavement markings only_ Crosswalks with regular traffic signals 
Crosswalks with traffic s•gnals having a delay phase Crosswalks with pedestrian-4•gnals 
Crosswalks with actuated pedestrian signals UnderPasses for pedestrians only 
Vehicle underpasses with sidewalks over'Pa'sses for pedestrians only 
Vehicle overpasses with s•dewalks Other (specify) 
Comments.: 

Of the various pedestrian accommodations utilized, is there any one preferred over the other? 
Yes No. If yes, which one and why? 

Which types of pedestrian accommodations, if any, does your agency associate with the 
following deficiencies? 
Vandalism 
Crime 
Lo i t er Ing 
Safety hazards to vehicle 
Safety hazards to pedestrian 
Other (specify and explain) 
C ommen t s: 

(over) 

I0 



Figure 1 (cont.) 

Indicate the extent to which each of the following items influences your ultimate decision 
to provide or not to provide pedestrian accommodations in a project. Please circle one 
number for each item. 

No Influence Very Significant 
Influence 

Existing traffic volume counts 0 i 2 
Existing pedestrian volume counts 0 i 2 
Vehicle trip generation projections 0 I 2 
Pedestrian trip generation projections 0 1 2 
Number of pedestrian-vehicle accidents in past 0 i 2 
•tential number of pedestrian-vehicle accidents 0 I 2 
Public requests 0 1 2 
Potential for bisection of a neighborhood 0 1 2 
Potential separation of residential area from commercial/ 0 i 2 

industrial development 
Potential separation of residential area from recreational 0 I 2 

facilities 
Distance from nearest alternative legal crossing 0 i 2 
Cost-benefit analysis 0 i 2 
Number of school age children living adjacent 0 1 2 
Number of elderly living adjacent 0 i 2 
Number of handicapped living adjacent 0 I 2 
•mber of non-auto households adjacent 0 i 2 
Please specify and explain any factors not mentioned. 
Comments 

3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 

If your agency uses a cost-benefit analysis, what factors do you consider on the cost 
side of the equation? 

(b) W•at factors do you consider on the benefit side? 

8• 

(c) How do yo-u quant'ify your" c•sts"and 5enefits? 

If pedestrian trip generation is used as a planning aid, how do you estimate it? 

~•i• 

9. Any additional comments are invited. 

Thank you 

Please return to" E. D. Arnold, Jr. 
Va. Highway & Transp. Research Council 
Box 3817 University Station 
Charlottesville, VA 22903 
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Table 5 

Summary of Questionnaire Sumvey 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Routine consideration of pedescrians Ln the •ransporcation 
planning process? 
Yes 
No 

Des£En 

Plan approval 
Loc•tion 
Project Approval 

Guidelines, warrants, standards, etc. 
Yes 
No 

Pedestrian accommodations used? 
Cros swalks-pavemen c zarkings 
Crosswalks-•egular •,signai s 
Crosswalks-signals wi•h.delay phase 
Crosswalks-pedestrian sisnals 
Crosswalks-actua•.ed pedestrian signals 
Pedestrian underpasses 
Ve•Licle underpass with sidewalks 
Pedestrian overgasses 
Vehicle overpasses with sidewalks 

•.s there a pedestrian accomm•datlon preferred? 
Yes 
No 

6. Average influence of folloving it-_ms? 

Exls=ing traffic volumes 
Exis=Ing pedestrian volumes 
Projected vehicle =rips 
Projected pedestrian trips 
Pedestrlan/vehicle accident hlstoz-I 
Pedestrian/vehicle accident poten •.ial 
Public requests 
Neighborhood bisection 
Kesidential/commercial segaration 
Res iden= • recrea •ional sep ara• ion 

Nearest ieEal crossing 
Cost/benefi• analysis 
School age children 
Elderly 
P•ndicapped 
Non-au=o households 

0 no Influence 
5 very si•nifican• influence 

Response 
Kate 

32.7% 
98.1% 
3O. 9% 
47.3% 
40.0% 
29.1% 

86.6% 
88. i% 
40.3,". 
83.5% 
88.1% 
5C. 7% 
65.7% 
68.7% 
73.1% 

3.¸9 
4.4 
2.3 
2.8 
4.2 
3°4 
3.4 

9 
2.6 
3.6 
3.3 
2.0 

2.9 
2.8 
I..5 
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A majority of the respondents, 58%, do not have a preference 
in their selection of pedestrian treatments, primarily because 
most are evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The most common pref- 
erence cited is the crosswalk with actuated pedestrian signals. 
Comments received indicate that this treatment combines aspects 
of safety, efficiency, and economy. Many respondents also prefer 
crosswalks with pavement markings only due to economic considerations, 
and several respondents favor the pedestrian overpass for safety and 
efficiency reasons. 

loite 
the s 

passe 
vehic 
struc 
probl 
safet 
are g 
walks 
that 
than no 

Over 50% of the respondents associate vandalism, crime, and 
ring with pedestrian underpasses or tunnels. To a small-degree, 
ame three activities are also associated with pedestrian over- 

s. Vehicle safety is most often associated with pedestrian or 
le overpasses, primarily due to objects being thrown from the 
tures. Rear end collisions are also mentioned as a safety 
em with pedestrian signals. In addition to the pedestrian 
y related to crime discussed previously, all at-grade crossings 
enerally felt to create safety problems, especially the cross- 
with no traffic control devices. Several respondents feel 

the crosswalks with pavement markings only are more dangerous 
crosswalks due to the pedestrians' perception of safety. 

As might be expected, the factors having the most significant 
influence, average rating 3.9-4.4, in decisions regarding pedestrian 
accommodations are existing pedestrian volumes, the pedestmian- 
vehicle accident history, and existing traffic volumes. Other factors 
which are important, average rating 3.3-3.6, include the potential 
for pedestrian-vehicle accidents, public requests, separation of 
residential and recreational areas, distance to the nearest legal 
crossing, and the number of school age children living nearby. The 
remaining factors have average ratings of less than 3.0, with bene- 
fit/cost analyses and number of non-auto households being rated the 
lowest. 

Approximately 23% of the respondents utilize a benefit/cost 
analysis in making decisions regarding pedestrian accommodations. 
Costs considered by the respondents include those for initial con- 
struction, rights-of-way, maintenance and repair, signing and pavement 
markings, traffic or pedestrian counts, energy, air pollution, and 
delays. Benefits include reduced accidents, congestion, energy con- 
sumption, and air pollution; neighborhood cohesiveness; and improved 
accessibility for pedestrians, including the elderly and handicapped. 
Most of the factors have readily obtainable and associated costs; 
however, very little information was provided concerning those factors 
not easily converted to cost figures. Several respondents utilize 
accident cost figures developed by the National Safety Council. 

13 



Very few respondents utilize pedestrian trip generation pro- jections as a planning aid, a finding that agrees with the relative- 
ly low rating that item received in the previous question on the 
influence of factors in the decision process. No trip rates were 
provided by respondents; however, factors mentioned in evaluating 
trip generation include school enrollment, population density, 
commercial floor space, number of dwelling units, housing occupancy, origin and destination data, industrial development, recreational 
development, and land use projections. 

Current Pedestrian Activities 

Within the Department, the majority of the pedestrian activities, 
particularly those involving an evaluation of needs, is undertaken by 
the Transportation Planning and Traffic and Safety Divisions. Other 
divisions in the Central Office and field offices are involved to a 
lesser degree. Following is a discussion of the activities. 

Tr anspomta t io n.....P.! .a..•.n ing Diui s i 0 .n 

A formal and systematic evaluation of pedestrian needs is not a 
part of the planning process; however, an evaluation of pedestrian 
needs is routinely conducted if there is an obvious or apparent need 
for a pedestrian treatment. The Transportation Planning Division 
may also conduct special studies of pedestrian needs if requested to 
do so by another division. In particular, the Division responds rou- tinely to requests from the Bridge Division regarding the need for 
sidewalks on bridges. Formal guidelines, warrants, criteria, etc. 
to justify a need for a pedestrian treatment or to determine the type 
of pedestrian facility have not been adopted or used on a regular 
basis. Fundamental data such as pedestrian volumes, vehicular vol- 
umes, and geometric conditions are collected, often in cooperation 
with the Traffic and Safety Division, and then engineering judgment 
is applied to make the determinations. 

!r.affic and. Safety ni.xi.sion 
With regard to evaluating the need for pedestrian facilities, 

the Traffic and Safety Division is involved in three areas" signa]•, 
pedestrian crosswalks, and pedestrian studies. As the Division re- 
views all projects for signals using the warrants in the Manual for 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), pedestrian needs r'ig"ard'ing 
signal•-ar"• r'6'utineig"•valuated, since several of the Warrants for 
signals reflect pedestrian volumes. In any matter regarding pedes- 
trians and signals, the Department has officially adopted the 

14 



warrants and principles outlined in the MUTCD. Also, the needs 
for pedestrian crosswalks on state roadways are evaluated upon 
request, with decisions being made on the basis of engineering 
judgment. Finally, special pedestrian studies collecting the 
fundamental data mentioned previously are conducted upon request. 
These studies are concerned primarily with sidewalk needs; how- 
ever, they have occasionally led to recommendations concerning 
pedestrian overpasses or underpasses. Again the decision is 
based mostly on engineering judgment, although the sidewalk guide- 
lines from the 1965 version of the Traff.ic E•..inee.ring H.and..book 
(described in Appendix A) are utilized. 

Locati0 • and. D.esign Di=visi.@n 
When a project reaches the location-and design stage, the need 

for a pedestrian treatment has generally already been determined. 
Occasionally, a question concerning the need for a pedestrian facil- 
ity is raised at this stage, and the Location and Design Division 
may request assistance from another division, typically Traffic and 
Safety. Division personnel are not involved in evaluating pedestrian 
needs. 

Urban Division 

The Urban Division's primary role is to handle urban aid projects 
within corporate limits, and accordingly it reviews and approves proj- 
ects requested by cities. Sidewalks are generally acceptable on urban 
projects, and other divisions are requested to evaluate the need for 
other pedestrian treatments. Urban Division personnel do not evaluate 
pedestrian needs. 

Secondary. RO ads _•D i •v•i...s i 0 ...n 

The Secondary Roads Division is charged with administering the 
secondary road system and funds, and accordingly serves in a review 
and approval role for secondary road projects. Plans submitted from 
the field offices are reviewed; however, evaluation of proposed pe- 
destrian accommodations is not undertaken. 

Bridge Division 

Although the Bridge Division is called upon to design pedestrian 
structures, it is not involved with evaluating pedestrian needs. As 
indicated previously, the Planning Division is requested to provide 
recommendations as to sidewalks on highway structures. 
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Field Offices 
-'D'e•a•tm•nt field offices, especially those of the traffic 

engineers, are involved in pedestrian activities to varying de- 
grees, depending on the personnel available and level of pedestrian 
activity. Many decisions must at least be appreved by the divisions 
mentioned previously, and decisions regarding pedestrian needs are 
often requested of Central Office Divisions. Based on contacts wi•ih 
field personnel, formal guidelines, warrants, etc., are not utilized; 
rather, decisions are based on engineering judgment. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Contained in this section for quick reference is a brief sum- 

mary of the more important findings. 

General 

i. Guidelines, criteria, warrants, etc., are being used by 
planners to evaluate the need for pedestrian facilities; 
however, with the exception of the MUTCD's signal warrants, 
there appear to be no nationally accepted standards for the 
other facilities, especially specific warrants. 

2. The lack of such specific standards is due in part to the 
many variables affecting pedestrian needs and pedestrian- 
vehicle conflicts, and the difficulty in quantifying many 
of the benefits resulting from mitigating the conflicts. 
There are also many site-specific considerations which can- 
not be defined in a national standard. 

3. The determination of the number of pedestrians who will 
utilize the facility is very important, especially in the 
case of the more expensive treatments. Not only is it 
imperative to count existing pedestrians, it is also im- 
portant to consider latent and future demand. 

4. Based on the various guidelines contained in the appendices, 
the data items listed in Table 6 must be collected in order 
to effectively apply all the information. 

Questionnaire Survey 

I. A-large majority of the states and of the cities responding 
to the questionnaire routinely consider pedestrians in the 
planning process. Because of the lack of guidelines, warrants, 
criteria, etc., obtained in the survey, however, it is ques- 
tionable whether all these agencies consider pedestrians in a 
formal and systematic way. 
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Table 6 

Data Items Needed to Use Pedestrian Facility Guidelines 

Pedestrian Volume 

(a) Traffic Volume 

(a) 
General 

Costs 

Pedestrian Makeup 

Land Use 

Vehicle Speed 

Accident Exper ienc e 

Speed Limit 

Sight Distance 

Geometric Conditions 

Local Interest 

Existing Traffic Control Devices 

Specific 
Traffic Design Hourly Volume (AASHTO Sidewalk Guidelines) 

Highway Design Speed (AASHT0 Sidewalk Guidelines) 

Average Lot Size (Fairfax County Sidewalk Guidelines) 

Crossing Difficulties (Toronto Crosswalk Warrants) 

Number of Gaps (MUTCD Signal Warrants) 

Average Walk Distance (Washington State DOT Separation Guidelines) 

Gap Time (San Diego Crosswalk Warrants) 

Pedestrian Delay Time (ITE School Area Guidelines) 

Number of Rows of 
Guidelines) 

(a)see guidelines 

Pedestrians Walking 5 Abreast (ITE School Area 

for specific volmme measure to use. 
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2. A majority of the states and of the cities responding 
utilize some form of guidelines for evaluating pedestrian 
needs, with the MUTCD and AASHT0 policy books being those 
most commonly used. Apparently many decisions are based 
on .•engineering judgme•nt. 

3. The type of pedestrian treatment is generally selected on 
a case-by-case basis; however,, respondents having a preference 
cite a crosswalk with a pedestrian actuated signal. 

4. Vandalism, crime, and loitering are associated with pedestrian 
underpasses and tunnels. 

5. Decisions regarding pedestrian facilities are. most commonly 
based on existing pedestrian and traffic volumes and the 
pedestrian-vehicle accident history. 

6. Very few states or responding cities use formal benefit/cost 
analyses or pedestrian trip generation projections in the 
decision-making process. 

Curment Activities of the Department 

i. Formal and systematic review of pedestrian needs and facilities 
is not undertaken by the Department. Rather, evaluations are routinely conducted when a pedestrian need is obvious or appar- 
ent, or when requested. 

2. Many divisions of the Department, including field offices, are 
involved with pedestrian matters. The evaluations of pedestria•• 
needs and facilities, however, are conducted by field offices, 
particularly traffic engineering, by the Transportation Planning 
Division, and by the Traffic and Safety Division. 

3. With the exception of the MUTCD signal warrants and dated guidg. • 
lines for sidewalks, no guidelines,_ warrants, criteria, etc., 
are being utilized in formulating decisions regarding pedestrians. 
Most decisions are made on the basis of engineering judgment. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of this projec.t, the following recommenda- 
tions are made. 

i. The Department should routinely undertake a formal and 
systematic review of all new or improvement projects in 
suburban areas to evaluate the need for pedestrian 
facilities. 
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2. This review should be conducted by the Transportation 
Planning Division as a part of the planning process in 
order to avoid the expenses involved with retrofitting 
and aftermath planning. Review by this Division has an 
addend advantage in that suburban projects originating 
outside the planning process, e.g., secondary road and 
urban projects, must be reviewed by the Division for 
compliance with transportation plans. 

3. Exactly how and when this review is incorporated into the 
Division's operations must obviously be at the discretion 
of the division head. This could simply take the form of 
a directive to the planning staff that formal and system- 
atic review be undertaken for new projects. The review 
might occur within the scope of transportation systems 
management (TSM) planning as the non-vehicular mode is an 
element of that planning process. The Metropolitan Planeing 
Organization should be involved in the larger areas. Maybe 
the review should be handled in the functional planning 
activities. It is anticipated that other divisions will 
provide assistance as requested in conducting the review. 

4. The systematic review should consist simply of the applica- 
tion of the guidelines, criteria, warrants, and procedures 
described in the appendices to this report. Specific stand- 
ards are not recommended (except as detailed in the MUTCD) 
because of the problems with the guidelines described eam- 
lier in the report. Rather, it is felt that routine and 
uniform application of the information in the appendices 
coupled with engineering judgment will enable valid and 
reliable decisions regarding the need for and type of pedes- 
trian facility. A simplified procedure for utilizing the 
appendices in a systematic revi.ew is described in Table 7. 

5. Finally, it is suggested that engineers in field offices 
and other than the Transportation Planning Division also 
utilize the guidelines to assist in decisions regarding 
pedestrian facilities. 



Tabl e 7 

Suggested Pmocedume for Utilization of Appendices 
fore Evaluation of the Need fore a Specific Pedestrian 

Facility in a Subumban Area 

.Stepl. Select types of pedestmian facilities to evaluate, i.e., 
which appendices to employ. 

I. If it is a question of sidewalks, refer to 
Appendix A. 

2. If it is a question of school crossings, refer 
to Appendix F. 

3. If it is a typical crossing situation: 

a. Refer to Appendix D if a 
grade separation 

facility is the only alternative, e.g., 
crossing a limited access facility. 

b. Refer to Appendices B, C, and D if cross- 
walks, signalization, and grade separation 
are all feasible alternatives. 

S.te•p• 2. Review guidelines contained in the above selected appendices. 

SteP_..•. Based on this review, reduce alternatives to be evaluated if 
possible. For example, readily discernible physical charac- 
teristics of a site may make it impossible to construct a 
grade-separated structure. 

Step 4. Determine data needed to apply the appropriate guidelines 
and collect data. (It may not be necessary to apply every 
guideline. This should become more obvious as experience 
in utilizing the guidelines is gained.) 

Step_5. Apply the appropriate guidelines to select a proper facili<•y 
if a choice is to be made or to decide whether a facility is 
needed. (Remember that with the exception of the MUTCD 
warrants the guidelines do not represent official policy and 
can be precluded by other site-specific factors not covered.) 

Step 6. Review Appendix E for the need for barriers or refuge islands, 
especially to complement a selected facility in Step 5. 

General 

In applying the guidelines, keep in mind latent and forecaste< 
pedestrian demand as discussed on pages 3 and 4 of the report and in 
Appendix G and economic analyses as discussed on page 4 of the report 
and in Appendix H. 
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FURTHER RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES 

i. It is apparent from the literature reviewed that there are 

many elements of pedestrian facility design that should be 
considered. A compilation of existing guidelines might be 
of benefit to the Department. 

2. Case studies of existing pedestrian facilities, especially 
grade separations, could be of benefit in developing factors 
on which to base demand estimates for proposed facilities. 

3. The case study information could also be used to calculate 
the rating scores proposed in the.aforementioned New Jersey 
Study (Appendix D) or the NCHRP RePort 189 (see Findings) 
By building a data base of scores it may be possible to draw 
conclusions on the real need for a facility rather than on a 
relative need. 

4. Finally, further research could possibly enable the reduction 
•of the information in this report to a single set of guidelines 
for each type of facility. This would likely involve the es- 
tablishment of a task group of Departmental engineers and 
planners. 
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APPENDIX A 

•UIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF SIDEWALKS 

Introduction 

The sidewalk is perhaps the most simple and most common pedes- 
trian facility; it has obvious advantages resulting from the sepa- 
ration of pedestrian and vehicular traffic into their own well- 
defined paths. The provision of sidewalks is frequently beset by 
controversy because of various construction procedures and mainte- 
nance policies. Thus, it is important to justify the need for such 
a facility in suburban areas. 

Ge.ne•r.al G.uidelines• 

I. The AASHTO policy books on urban highways and arterial, streets 
and on rural highways offer general guidance on the prov.ision 
of sidewa-lks. Recognizing the potential for pedestrians in 
undeveloped urban areas, the "Red Book" indicates that "the 
design should allow for the ultimate installation of sidewalks. 
However, as a general practice, sidewalks should be constructed 
initially along all arterial streets that are not pg"ovided with 
shoulders." Regarding freeways, sidewalks normally should be 
provided on both sides of a structure overpassing the freeway. 
For cross streets underpassing the freeway,, it is not necessary 
to provide sidewalks if there is no immediate need, but space 
should be allowed for their installation in the future." 

The "Blue Book", on the other hand, recognizes that side- 
walks are generally needed in rural and suburban areas only at 
points of community development that result in pedestrian con- 
centrations. Examples include schools, local businesses, and 
industrial plants. "Justification for tNe construction of side- 
walks depends upon the vehicle-pedestrian hazard, which is 
governed chiefly by the volume of pedestrian and vehicular traf- 
fic, their relative timing, and the speed of vehicular tmaffic." 

Sources A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural Hi.gh.w.ays, 1965, 
American "Ass0•iation" o• •'•ate Highwiy g Transportation 
Officials. 

A Policy on Design of Urban Highways and Arterial 
•tree•'s, '1'97 3, AmeriCan •ssdciation of -State Highway 
Tran's•6rtation Officials. 



2. Sidewalks should be provided at locations whePe the moadway 
is not cleaPly delineated from the shouldem; along school 
Poutes; in a•eas of reZail, office, semvice, and institutional 
use; in areas with high pedesZrian and vehicle volumes; and 
at locations •wit.h accident.s involving pedestmians walking or 
standing in the Poad. 

Soumce" Model Pedestmian Safety Pmogram, Users Manual u. s. 
DOT',' '•'•WA,•offices of •Reseamch 'and Development, June 
1978. 

3. Table A-I has been reproduced from a study prepared for the 
lllinois DOT. 

4. Existing walks disturbed by construction should be replaced 
with the same type, using current design standards. The walk 
should improve pedestrian safety and not impair motorist safety. 
The walk should be accessible to users or be part of an overal• 
plan. 

Source" Location and Desi•.gn Manual, Ohio DOT, Section 406.1, 
February 1978. 

Specific..G.uide lines 
i. Sidewalks should be provided on bridges carrying crossroads which 

have existing walks. When the crossroad does not have existing 
sidewalks, a design year pedestrian volume of 50 per day justifies 
a walk on one side and of 150 per day justifies walks on both sides. 
The same basic guidelines also apply to crossroads passing undem a 
bridge, except where there are no existing walks, there must also 
be concurrent walk construction on a substantial length of the 
cmossroad outside project limits. 

Source" Location and Design Manual, Ohio DOT, Section 406.2, 
•'ebruary- • 978 

2. Fairfax County utilizes the following guidelines for new sub- 
divisions. 

a. A sidewalk is required on both sides of the street if 
the average lot size is less than 13,000 sq. ft. 

b. A sidewalk is required on one side of the street if 
the average lot size is less than 18,000 sq. ft. 

c. A sidewalk is required on one side of the street if 
the average lot size is greater than 18,000 sq. ft. and 
within a 1-mile radius of an elementary school or !-12•2 
mile radius of an intermediate or high school. 



Source" Telephone conversation with personnel in Fairfax 
County's Department of Public Works. 

3. Table A-2 has been reproduced from the AASHTO "Blue Book" of 
1954 and the Traffic Engineering Handbook of 1965. It is noted 
that in both later edition's, 1965 and 1976, respectively, this 
table has been omitted; however, the consultants in the 1975 
lllinois DOT study referenced previously felt it advisable to 
retain the use of these guidelines with appropriate adjustment 
for children. The pedestrian volume levels should be adjusted 
by one-half in locations where a significant number of children 
would use the facility. 



Table A-I 

PLANNING GUIDELINES FOR SIDEWALKS 
ALONG HIGHWAYS AND ON BRIDGES 

LAND DEVELOPMENT 
PEDESTRIAN 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Older, dense resi- 
dential areas with 
neighborhood shop- 
ping, schools, parks, 
transit service, 
churches.. 

Substantial pedes- 
trian volumes. 
Many of them in 
middle to older 
age brackets. 

Suburban area with 
multi-family 
d evelo pment and 
convenienc e 
shopping. 

Limited pedestrian 
activity between 
residences and 
shopping areas- 
•Generaily young- 
age bracket. 

Suburban area with 
local sch6ols, 
playgrounds. 

School age children 
if local policy en- 

courages walking 
for close-by 
schools. 

Special housing 
developments for the 
elderly, with nearby 
parks, convenience 
shopping, transit 
servlces, churches. 

Usually substantial 
pedestrian volumes. 
Mostly older age 
bracket. 

Express bus stops. 
with park-and-ride 
facilities. 

Commuters during 
peak morning and 
afternoon periods. 

Special complementary 
uses, such as suburban 
employment areas with 
nearby commercial 
developments. 

Lunch break activity 
by employees. 

SIDEWALK SYSTEM 

Normally existing. 
In any case, they 
should be provided 
on new facilities. 

Usually lacking. 
Should be considered 
with new facilities. 

Occasionally exis r- 
ing. Should be 
considered on new 
facilities. 

Of ten lacking. 
Should be considered 
with new facilities. 

Usually lacking. 
Should be considered, 
particularly if bus 
stop is remote from 
parking lot. 

Usually lacking. 
Should be considered, 
particularly if walking 
distances appear reason- 
able. 

Source: Ped.e.stria.n-Related Safety Stud, i.e.s, Prepared for the lllinois DOT, Bureau 
of Traffic, by Wilbur Smith and Associates, February 28, 1975. 



Table A-2 

PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICLE VOLUMES FOR WHICH THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF SIDEWALKS MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 

AASHO 

VEH I CULAR TRAFF IC 
DESIGN HOURLY VOLIR•E 

PEDESTRIANS PER DAY SUGGESTED FOR CONSTRUCTION 
OF SIDEW.ALKS WHEN DESIGN SPEED, •MPH,. IS.: 

30 to 50 60 and 70 

Sidewalk, one side: 

30 to i00 150 I00 

More than I00 I00 50 

Sidewalk, both sldes'* 

50 to I00 500 300 

More tha• i00 300 200 

*Smaller pedestrian traffic volume may justify two sidewalks to avoid 
pedestrian crossings of the highway. 

Source: A _Policy on Geometric .Design of Rural Highwa s, American Association 
of State Highway Officials, 1954. 





APPENDIX B 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF CROSSWALKS 

Introduction 

A crosswalk is defined as that portion of a roadway designated 
for pedestrians to cross the street. Although generally thought of 
as being marked on the pavement, a crosswalk can be unmarked in the 
case of a prolongation of the boundary lines of sidewalks or path- 
ways through an intersection. Crosswalks can be located at signal- 
ized or nonsignalized locations and at intersections or midblock. 
Several significant problems, which are listed below, are associated 
with marked crosswalks, primarily at locations with no signal or 
stop sign control. Thus, careful consideration of the need for a 
pedestrian crosswalk is necessary. 

i. Crosswalks may cause pedestrians to have a false 
sense of security and assume that the motorist can 
and will stop in all cases. 

2. Crosswalks may cause an increase in the number of 
rear-end and associated collisions due to pedestrians 
not waiting for proper gaps. 

3. Unjustified marked crosswalks have shown 
a higher 

accident rate than unmarked crosswalks. 

4. Pedestrians tend to use the shortest and easiest 
routes and will not use crosswalks if they are 
inconvenient. 

5. Large numbers of crosswalks may increase motorist 
noncompliance 

General Guidelines 

i.. The MUTCD indicates that "crosswalks should be marked at all 
intersections where there is substantial conflict between ve- 
hicle and pedestrian movements". They should also be located 
at other points of pedestrian concentration, e.g., loading 
islands, midblock crossings, or where the pedestrian could not 
otherwise recognize the proper place to cross. The manual 
further indicates that an engineering study should be required 
for locations away from traffic signals or stop signs. 

Source" Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, U.S. DOT, 
FHWA, 1978. 



2. Marked crosswalks should be at the following locations" 

a. Intersections in downtown or commercial areas, and 
along school routes. 

b. Complex or confusing intersections requiring pedestrian 
channelization. 

c. Signalized intersections. 

d. Midblock locations where many pedestrians cross. 

e. Areas of high pedestrian concentration. 

f. Locations with low or moderate vehicle flow. 

g. Not at locations at the top of a hill. 

Source Model Pedestrian Safety Program, Users Manual, U. S. 
DOT•"F•WA, 'of•"•es--of R-•Se•rch "'•nd De•'e'iopment, 
June 1978. 

Specific Guidelines 

I. Crosswalks should be provided at all urban signalized inter- 
sections. Otherwise, it is suggested that marked crosswalks 
be provided at intersections which have pedestrian and vehicular 
volumes amounting to 50% of the pedestrian warrant for signals 
in the MUTCD. This would amount to 300 vehicles per hour for 
each of any 8 hours during the day with a corresponding pedes- 
trian volume of 75 during this same time period. 

Source" Pedestrian-Related Safety Studies, Illinois DOT, 
Bureau "•'f• Traff•'c,' by W•-ibur smi"ih and Associates, 
February 28, 1975. 

2. The following set of warrants for marked crosswalks at non- 
signalized locations are utilized by the city of Toronto. 

The minimum warrants are met if the following 3 conditions are 
satisfied" 

(i) The results of a pedestrian delay study, when plotted 
on the "Graph for Pedestrian Crossover Evaluation" (Figure 
B-l) indicates a situation as being within the warranted 
zone. 
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(2) Theme ame at least I00 pedestrian cmossings for an 
8-hour study; except under special conditions such 
as where a substantial percenZage of the pedestrians 
are senior citizens or school children. 

(3) The location is more than 700 feet to adjacent traffic 
control signals or pedestrian crossovers. 

With the minimum warrants met, a pedestrian crossover is 
warranted upon judicial decision with due recognition of the 
following conditions" 

(a) The crossover should not be used on a roadway wider 
than 4 lanes. 

(b) A location at an offset intersection should be avoided. 

(c) The location should offer good visibility of the pedes- 
trian. 

(d) A location is unsuitable for a crossover where advertising 
signs or other objects are overpowering distractions to 
the motorists. 

(e) A crossover should not be in a position where cross trafffm 
or turning movements are excessive. 

(f) A crossover should not be considered for a road with a 
speed limit in excess of 40 MPH. 

(g) A crossover should not be located where consistent violati-un 
of the 30-foot NO STOPPING zone may be expected. 

The following set of warrants for marked crosswalks at non- 
signalized and non-school locations are utilized by the city of 
San Diego. 

In order to qualify for a marked crosswalk, a location must 
(A) meet the following basic warrants and (B) rate 16 points 
or more under the following point system" 

A) Basic Warrants 

Pedestrian Volume Warrant 

Crosswalks will not be installed where the pedesZrian volume 
is less than I0 pedestrians per hour during the peak pedes- 
trian hour. 



Approach Spee.d. Warran, t. 

Crosswalks will not be installed on roadways where the 
85th percentile approach speeds are in excess of 45 mph. 
The approach speeds shall be determined by approved engi- 
neering speed study techniques. 

V i s i bi i i •ty_War ra,,n t 

Crosswalks will not be installed unless the motorist has 
an unrestricted view of all pedestrians at the proposed 
crosswalk site, for a distance not less than 200' ap- 
proaching from each direction. Sites with grades, curves 
and other sight restrictive features will require special 
attention. 

Illumination Warrant 

Proposed crosswalk site must have adequate crosswalk light- 
ing in existence or scheduled for installation prior to the 
installation of the crosswalk. 

B) Warrant__P,o,,,i nt System 

Pedestrian Volume Warrant 

Criterion 

The total number of pedestrians 
crossing the street under study 
during the peak pedestrian hour. 
This includes pedestrians in both 
crosswalks at an intersection. 
Crosswalks will not be installed 
where the ped volume (peak ped hr.) 
is i0 or less 

Point Assignment 
P•destr•ia'n •0•""I P•ints 

0-i0 0 
11-30 2 
31-60 4 
61-90 6 
91-100 8 
Over I00 I0 

Ma x imum 10 

General Conditions Warrant 

(a) Will clarify • define pedestrian routes across 
complex intersections. 

(b) Will channelize pedestrians into a significantly 
shorter path. 

(c) Will position pedestrians to be seen better by 
motorists. 

(d) Will position pedestrian to expose him to 
fewer vehicles. 

Maximum 

Points 

2 



Gap _Time WaF_ r •nt, 
Criterion 

The number of unimpeded 
vehicle time gaps equal 
to or exceeding the re- 
quired pedestrian cross- 
ing time in an average 
five-minute period during 
the peak vehicle hour. 

Point_ Assignment 
Average number- Points 
of gaps per 5- 
m.inute ,pe.r•io.d 

0 0.99 i0 
i 1.99 8 
2 2.99 6 
3 3.99 4 
4 4.99 2 
5 or over 0 

Maximum i0 

C omputat, i..o•_•,s 
(I) Pedestrian Crossing Time : 

Street width curb 
4.0 feet per second 

(2) Average Number of Gaps per Five-minute Period = 

T0tal•u..•a. ble g.ap time in seconds 
Pedestra.an Crossing-Time x 12 

Provisions 

(A) The above criterion is based on a one-hour field 
survey consisting of 12 five-minute samples. 

(B) All roadways having a raised median om a painted 
median (4-foot minimum width) will be considered 
as two separate roadways, if the pedestrian has a 
protected place to stand out of the path of 
traffic. 

(C) See Appendix One for survey methods and warrant 
field form. 



San Diego Warrants Continued 

APPENDIX ONE 

,S, uryey Methods and,, •ie,!d Form 

I. Sur,v, ey Met_hed s 

A. Per s on,n .e i_. Requ.ir ,ement s one man 

B. Equipment / stop watch (in seconds) 
Wrist or pocket watch 
Warrant field forms and clipboard 
Tally counter board (optional) 
Measuring wheel (optional) 

C. Duration of Survey" One hour during the morning or 
evening peak period of pedestrian travel, whichever is 
greater. If the interval for the peak pedestrian hour 
cannot be determined, use the peak vehicle hour. 

II. Use of the Crosswalk Warrant Field Form 

A. Evaluate "Basic Warrants" in the field to determine 
whether conditions are acceptable. 

i. Pedestrian Volume" Make 100% count, during the 60 
mindte peak, '6f jedestrians crossing the street in 
the crosswalk area under study. This includes pedes- 
trians in both crosswalks at intersections. Ped 
volume data may be hand tallied in space provided on 
back of form simultaneously with gap time study.** 

2. Approach Spee,d" use speed data based on floating 
car technique or radar speed study. Posted speed 
limits usually are a good indication of the 85th 
percentile speed. (Radar speed study is preferred.) 

3. Visibility." While in car, check drivers' visibility 
at 200' distance from each approach to the proposed 
crosswalk. 

4. Illumination" Check to see if there is adequate street li•'fng i'n the immediate location of the proposed cross- 
walk. If not. show on sketch existing utility poles 
available to mount street lights. Make office check to 
verify feasibility of installing such lights. 



B. Make field sketch of intersection and proposed crosswalk 
&•e&. 

i. Measure street width(s) or obtain widths from street 
inve-ntory book in office. 

2. Field sketch or condition diagram should include 
general geometrics, offsets, islands, lane miles, 
pavement markings, traffic controls, luminaires, 
bus stops, mail boxes and other pedestrian generation 
features; possible sight obstructions, shrubs, grades, 
swales, etc. 

3. Note proposed crosswalk position where gap study is 
made. 

4. Note pedestrian generators in area (schools, factories, 
etc.) and any unusual activity affecting pedestrians.• 

C. Compute the "Pedestrian Crossing Time" and enter the figure 
(in seconds) 'i• app-r6pria•e s•i•.- 

D. Begin 60 minute survey of the "Usable Gap Time". Record 
under "Field Data" on the back sheet. 

Note" "Gap Time" is the time representing unimpeded traffic 
gap between successive vehicles • crossing a reference point. 
Usually, it is counted at the proposed crosswalk site (a) by 
starting the stop watch as the rear bumper of vehicle one 

crosses the imaginary reference line, and (b) by stopping 
the stop watch as the front bumper of vehicle two crosses 
the line from either direction. 

"Useable Gap Time" is defined as the gap time that equals or exceid6 'fhe hi-iCu'•'ated "Pedestrian Crossing Time". Record 
the start of each 5 minute increment and itemize each usable 
gap time in sec.onds to correspond with these increments. 
Count all gaps, but list only those that equal or exceed the 
pedestrian crossing time. 

All divided roadways having a raised or painted median at 
least 4-feet wide will be considered as two separate road• 
ways if the pedestrian has a protected place to stand out 
of the path of traffic. 

*Bicycles are not counted in this study. However, a bicyclist "walhing" 
his bicycle across the street in the crosswalk area will be counted as 

a pedestrian. 
Source" Information provided by the city of San Diego in mail survey. 
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APPEND IX C 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF TRAFFIC/PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS 

Introduction 

Signalization is obviously one method of mitigating pedestrian- 
vehicle conflicts by providing a time separation.. Traffic signals, 
which are installed primarily to control vehicular flow, are bene- 
ficial to pedestrians since stopping of vehicles causes a gap which 
can be utilized for pedestrian crossings. Pedestrian signals supple- 
ment traffic control signals by advising pedestrians, through the 
use of words or symbols, when it is safe to cross. There are four 
basic combinations of pedestrian and traffic signal phasing the 
combined pedestrian-vehicular interval, the exclusive crosswalk 
interval, the leading pedestrian interval, and the exclusive pedes- 
trian phase. These are fully defined in the MUTCD. Although pe- 
destrians should be accommodated in a safe manner, vehicular delay 
should also be held to a minimum; therefore, guidelines and warrants 
are important considerations. 

Guidelines 

i. A traffic signal is warranted by the MUTCD when, for each of 
any 8 hours of an average day, the following exist. 

a. On the major street, 600 or more vehicles per hour enter 
the intersection (total of both approaches); or where 
there is a raised median island 4 feet or more in width, 
I000 or more vehicles per hour (total of both approaches) 
enter the intersection on the major street; and 

b. During the same 8 hours above there are 150 or more pedes- 
trians per hour on the highest volume crosswalk crossing 
the major street. 

When the 85-percentile speed of major street traffic exceeds 
40 mph in either an urban or rural area, or when the intersec- 
tion lies within the built-up area of an isolated community 
having a population of less than i0,000, the signal is warranted 
at 70% of the requirements above. 

Traffic signals may be installed at non-intersection loca- 
tions (midblock) provided the above requirements are met, and 
provided that the related crosswalk is not closer than 150 feet 
to another established crosswalk. 



2. A traffic signal may be warranted by the MUTCD at an 
established school crossing when the number of adequate 
gaps in the traffic stream during the period when children 
are using the crossing is less than the number of minutes 
in the same period. This is based on a traffic engineering 
study of the frequency and adequacy of gaps as related to 
the number and size of groups of children. 

3. Under the accident experience warrant, a traffic signal is 
warranted by the MUTCD by satisfying 80%-of the pedestrian 
warrant's values if certain other conditions regarding acci- 
dent experience are also satisfied (see the MUTCD). 

4. In exceptional cases a traffic signal may be justified by 
satisfying 80% of the pedestrian warrant's values (number 1 
above) if 80% of the values stated in the minimum vehicular 
volume warrant and/or interruption of continuous traffic 
warrant (see the MUTCD) are also satisfied. 

5. A pedestrian signal shall be installed in conjunction with a 
traffic signal under the following conditions. 

a. A traffic signal is installed under the pedestrian 
volume or school crossing warrant as described above. 

b. An exclusive interval or phase with all conflicting 
vehicular movements being stopped is provided for 
pedestrian movement in one or more directions. 

c. Vehicular indications are not visible to pedestrians 
or are in a position which does not adequately serve 
pedestrians. 

d. An intersection signalized under any warrant is an 
established school crossing. 

6. A pedestrian signal may be installed in conjunction with a 
traffic signal under the following conditions. 

a. The volume of pedestrian activity requires the use of 
a pedestrian clearance interval or it is necessary to 
assist pedestrians-in making a safe crossing. 

b. Multi-phase indications tend to confuse pedestrians 
guided only by the traffic signal indications. 

c. Pedestrians are expected to cross only part of the 
street during a particular traffic signal interval. 

7. In the specific case of traffic-actuated signals, and where 
pedestrian signals are not otherwise warranted as described 
above, the following is applicable. 

a. When occasional pedestrian movement exists and there is 
inadequate opportunity to cross without undue delay, pe- 
destrian detectors (usually push buttons) shall be 
installed to interrupt vehicular flow. 



b. When a pedestrian movement exists which does not 
have adequate crossing time during the green interval, 
pedestrian signals and detectors shall be installed 
to interrupt vehicular flow. 

In a study for the Illinois DOT, consultants proposed pedes- 
trian and traffic volume combinations which warrant signaliza- 
tion of right-turn lanes in order to avoid pedestrian-vehicle 
conflicts. The graph depicting this has been reproduced on 
the following page (Figure C-I). 

Sources" Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, U. S. DOT, F•w•, 'i•7•- 

Pedestrian-Related Safety Studies, Illinois DOT, Bureau 
of Traffic, prepared "by •ilbur Smith and Associates, 
February 28, 1975. 
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GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF PEDESTRIAN GRADE SEPARATIONS 

Introduction 

In extreme cases of pedestrian-vehicular crossing conflicts, 
the physical separation of the two modes of travel is necessary. 
Grade separations can be constructed with either a pedestrian over- 
pass/bridge or pedestrian underpass/tunnel. This solution to pedes- 
trian-vehicle problems is very expensive and should be considered 
only if there are no other viable alternatives. Further, grade 
separated structures frequently are not used if alternative paths 
with fewer impediments are available. Even if the facility is the 
only path, it may not be used as anticipated because of traits of 
pedestrians. Thus it is very important that valid guidelines be 
employed in determining the need for a pedestrian overpass or under- 
pass. 

Before presenting guidelines, it is pertinent to discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of overpasses versus underpasses. On 
the positive side, overpasses are less expensive, are easier to main- 
tain, are safer, generally require less lighting, and are less subject 
to vandalism. On the negative side, however, overpasses can be aes- 
thetically displeasing, do not protect pedestrians from inclement 
weather, may be longer due to the vertical clearance required for 
trucks, and provide an opportunity for items to be dropped onto the 
roadway. 

General Guidelines 

I. In a report on pedestrian and bicycle planning prepared for 
the stare of Wisconsin, the consultants listed the following 
questions as factors to consider in analyzing the need for 
pedestrian separation structures. 

a. Are there other reasonable crossing alternatives? 

b. Are the traffic volume and pedestrian volume levels in 
excess of those required by MUTCD to warrant installation 
of a pedestrian or school signal? 

c. Are there no traffic signals, stop sign control, or other 
grade-separated crossing within 600 feet of the proposed 
location? 



d Are pedestrian accident 
under consideration? 

problems evident on the street 

e Is vehicular traffic speed such that it poses significant 
ha,zard to pedestrians? 

f Is there no way to prevent pedestrians 
grade? 

from crossing at 

 Have organized groups expressed a high degree of interest 
for the separation? 

hQ From a decision standpoint, is 
the separation within existing 

it practical to construct 
physical conditions ? 

Source Planning Guide for the DeveloDment of Pedestrian and 
Bicycle FaCi°l•ti•"S, -•Stai•e 
0ffice-of H'ighwiy' Safety, Prepared by JHK and Associates, 
August 1977. 

The state of California's •ighway .Design..Man.u@l states that 
crcssing situation should be investigated and considered on 
own merits. The investigation should entail studies of the 
following items. 

each 
its 

Pedestrian generating sources in the area. 

b Pedestrian crossing volumes. 

c. Type of highway to be crossed. 

d. Location o'f adjacent crossing facilities. 

e. Circuity. 
f. Zoning. 

g. Land Use. 

h. Sociological and cultural factors. 

i. Predominant type and age of person using facility. 

General rules include the fact that previously established 
pedestrian patterns should be maintained across freeway routes. 
If combined vehicular-pedestrian crossings are inadequate for 
pedestmians, separate structures should be provided. Special 
consideration should be given to school crossings. Finally, 



if a circuitous route is involved, a pedestrian separation 
may be warranted even though the number of pedestrians is 
small. 

Source" Highway Design Manual of Instructions, State of 
Caiifsrhia •OT", s'e•ion 7 105.2, August I, 1979. 

3. The Ohio Department of Transportation utilizes the following 
guidelines for consideration of pedestrian overpasses. 

a. A substantial desire for a pedestrian overpassing should 
exist. This desire for an overpass generally will be 
generated by citizens, a school, a public official, or 

some other community group. 

b. A reasonable alternate route or mode for pedestrians 
is not available. 

c. There is no signal, stop intersection, pedestrian 
tunnel, or pedestrian crossing available within 660 
feet of the proposed location. 

d. Pedestrians can be prevented from crossing at grade. 

e. Physical conditions permit construction. 

f. The traffic volume and pedestrian volume are above those 
required to warrant the installation of pedestrian signals 
as stated in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
for Streets and H•pulatmon can De wamvea in"spiclal •as•s such as limited sight distances. 

Source" Location and8Desi•gn Manual, Ohio DOT, Section 406.4, 
February 197 

Speci..fic Guid_e!.ines 

i. The Washington State Department of Transportation requires that 
conditions necessitating the crossing are permanent, that the 
physical characteristics of the proposed site make the structure 
feasible from an engineering standpoint, and that there is no 
possibility of changes in bus routes or school districts which 
would eliminate the need for such a structure in the vicinity 
of a school or other heavily used facility. 

In addition to the above criteria, one of the following must 
be satisfied in the case of a crossing at a fully controlled 
access highway. 



a. Forecasted pedestrian volume is greater than 200 pedes- 
trians per hour for 2 hours each day and the additional 
average walking distance required for 85% of the pedes- 
trians having the shortest walking distance would exceed 
1/2 mile if theme were no structure. 

b. Severance damages for the taking of recreational, educa- 
tional, industrial, athletic, commercial, or residential 
property is more than the cost of the structure necessary 
to cure the severance. 

For partially controlled and non-controlled acces.s high- 
ways, the first criterion plus one of the following must be 
satisfied. 

a. The yearly cost of the structure is less than the yearly 
cost of installing and maintaining the required signal and 
appurtenances. Also, the additional average walking dist•Dce 
required for 85% of the pedestrians having the shortest •alk- 
ing distance must exceed 1/2 mile if there were no structure. 

b. The vehicular and pedestrian traffic is so great that a traf- 
fic signal could not handle both without being overloaded 
during peak hour traffic. 

Source,:. Highway. Design Manual, Washington State DOT, Section 
33 O. 0•", Oc'•ober 'i'9•'8 

2. The Massachusetts Department of Public Works uses a point warrant 
to determine the need for a pedestrian overpass on non-limited 
access highways. This procedure is reproduced in the following. 

The type warrant described is the point warrant. It is developed 
by first selecting those factors that logically affect the degree 
of need for a pedestrian separation facility, and secondly as- 
signing proportional weights (determined by judgement) to the 
various factors. Factors that this warrant considers in deter <- 
mining the relative need for a pedestrian overpass are" 

i. Pedestrian volumes 
2. Vehicular volumes 
3. Accident history 
4. Geometric conditions 
5. Traffic speeds 
6. The presence of traffic control devices 
7. The availability of alternative crossings 
8. Miscellaneous considerations 



These factors are then weighted on a scale of i00 points as 
described below. 

40 pts. To the combination of pedestrian and vehicular 
volume as determined by the nomograph shown in 
figure i. 

15 pts. On ancident history, on the basis of 5 points 
(to a max. of 15) for each correctable pedestrian 
accident regardless of severity. 

45 pts. All other factors (to a max. of 45) based on 
engineering judgement of miscellaneous conditions 
according to the following" 

i0 points for an existing marked school crossing 

I0 additional points if the school is an elementary school 

5 additional points if the school is a Jr. High or a High 
School 

i0 additional points if an adult guard is being used. 

Up to 15 points may be awarded for such items which are 
peculiar to a site as" severe sight distance deficiencies, 
or the potential of increased pedestrian o• vehicular traf- 
fic. 

2 points for each I0 feet of street width to cross 

4 points are to be deducted if a raised median island of 
at least 4 feet wide exists 

2 are deducted if the median refuge area is not raised 

To determine a point score for a particular location. 

i. Enter table (Figure D-l) with the average weekday 
vehicular volume plus the pedestrian volume. Drop 
down on the table to where the percentage of pedestrian 
traffic to the total of the weekday plus pedestrian traf- 
fic intercepts. Follow this intercept horizontally to 
obtain the volume score. 

(0 40 pts.) 
2. Five points, to a maximum of 15 points, are awarded for 

each correctable pedestrian accident which occurred in 
the last five years. 

(0 15 pts.) 
3. Points awarded for miscellaneous considerations as de- 

scribed above. (0 45 pts.) 



VOLUME 

SUMMATION OF AVG. 24 HR. WEEKDAY VEH. VOL. (tkeu=,=ad=) PLUS PEDS. CROSSING 

4O 30 20 10 0 

Figume D-I. Pedestmian overpass study, volume point mating. 
Source" Infommation pmovided by Massachusetts 

DOT in mail survey. 



The total of the scores in each of these three sections de- 
termines which category the location falls in. The following 
scale indicates the action to be taken" 

NOT WARRANTED FURTHER CONSIDERATION WARRANTED 

0 48 
points 75 i00 

If a location falls within the 48 to 75 point range the re- 
quest for an overpass should be given further consideration. 
These further considerations would be. 

i. How severe have the pedestrian accidents been? 

2. What are the peaking characteristics of the pe- 
destrian volumes, and do they coincide with the 
peaking of the vehicular traffic? 

3. How actively does the community making the request 
desire the overpass and would the town make the 
necessary land transfers usually involved for the 
footings and abutments of the structure? 

4. Are there possibilities for other solutions? 

Source- Information provided by the Massachusetts DOT in 
mail survey. 

3. The New Jersey DOT has developed a priority ranking system for 
pedestrian grade separation locations. A priority ranking sys- 
tem was chosen rather than an economic, analysis to evaluate the 
need for a grade separation because of the difficulty in costing 
pedestrian benefits, e.g., a fatality or pedestrian delay. The 
method called for selecting those parameters that most affect 
pedestrian-vehicle movement and then "weighting" the parameters 
to reflect their relative importance. The parameters selected 
and the weights assigned are summarized in the following. Lo- 
cations are divided into two categories" one where pedestrian 
activity occurs, e.g., where pedestrians are observed at grade 
on the roadway, and the other where pedestrian activity is not 
possible, e.g., at a controlled access highway. 



Pedestrian Activity. Possible 

Parameter Weight 

Pedestrian and vehicle 40% 
volume 

Actual sight distance/ 
desirable sight distance 
or maximum vehicle green 
and yellow 

Pedestrian Activity 

Parameter 

Trip generation 

25% Distance to alternate 
crossing 

Judgement 

School crossing 15% Safety at alternate 
crossing 

Distance to alternate 15% 
crossing Surplus trip genera- 10.0% 

tion 

Not Possible 

W.eig•t 
35% 

Judgement 5% 
Uniqueness of 
location 

35% 

30% 

Based on a maximum score of 200 points, researchers next de- 
veloped a detailed set of instructions and data forms which can be 
utilized to derive a numerical score for each proposed crossing A 
computer program was also developed to facilitate the calculations. 

The primary advantage of the New Jersey system is that a relative 
ranking of proposed locations results from application of the method- 
ology. It does not actually address the real need for the facility 
which is the primary consideration in this research project. How- 
ever, the parameters selected and methodology utilized to develop 
the points can be of benefit. If a need to prioritize previously 
justified sites arises, then the procedures can be applied directly. 

Source" Pedestrian Grade •st•m, Se aration .Locations A Priority. Rankinc, 

Volumes I g II, by Thomas Batz, John Powers, John Manrodt, 
and Richard Hollinger, New Jersey DOT, Division of R $ D, 
Bureau of Operations Research, NJDOT Report No. 75-..006-77!2, 
Dec ember 1975. 



APPENDIX E 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF MISCELLANEOUS PEDESTRIAN TREATMENTS 

Introduction 

Two other relatively minor pedestrian facilities are sometimes 
needed to mitigate pedestrian-vehicle conflicts. These include bar- 
riers and pedestrian refuge islands and are described below. 

Barriers 

Barriers are chains, fences, or similar devices which separate 
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Positive barriers channelize pe- 
destrians to safe crossings whereas negative barriers prevent pedes- 
trians from crossing at hazardous locations. Barriers should be 
considered at locations with poor sight distance, with inadequate 
lighting, where children may dart out into the street, where pedes- 
trians deliberately violate laws or go where not intended, where 
use of signs is insufficient to prevent unsafe behavior, along high 
speed roads, around school yards, and with high incidence of mid- 
block crossing and accidents. 

Source" Model Pedestrian Safet.Y •Program, Users Manual, U. S. DOT, 
FHWA, Of'fices o'f Research A-rid Development, June 1978. 

Pedestrian Refug e Islands 

Refuge islands provide a place of safety for pedestrians who 
cannot cross the entire roadway at one time because of changing traf- 
fic signals or oncoming traffic. Examples of locations where islands 
are beneficial include the following. 

a. On multi-lane roadways 

b. In large or irregularly shaped intersections_ 

c. At complex or busy signalized intersections 

d. On streets with many elderly and handicapped pedestrians. 

Sources" Model Pedestrian _Safety Program, Users Manual, U. S. DOT, 
FHWA, offices-of Research and •e•elopment,--Jdne 1978. 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, U.S. DOT, FHWA, 
1978o " 





AFFENDIX F 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES 
IN SCHOOL AREAS 

Introduction 

Several of the guidelines listed previously have indicated 
special consideration should be given when "a school is in the area 
or should children be using the facility. In some instances special 
manuals or procedures have been developed to evaluate the need for 
pedestrian facilities specifically for school children. Two such 
procedures are discussed in the following. 

$.an Diego, Californ!_a 
Warrants for school area traffic signals used by San Diego are 

a combination of local warrants and those contained in the Manual 
for Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Traffic signals are not in 
stalled it locatlo'ns"•here' thi•e'iS an existing, adequately controlled 
crossing or programmed installation of a traffic signal within 600 
feet of the proposed location and where there are less than 35 
children actually crossing during the peak pedestrian crossing hour. 
Locations must also receive at least 30 points out of a possible 50 
points. The point system is based on vehicle speed, sight distance, 
pedestrian volumes, vehicle volumes, and street width, and is de- 
scribed below. 

a. Warrant No. 1 Critical .SPee.d 
Critical speed is defined as the 85 percentile speed meas- 

ured during normal school hours but at a time when vehicular 
speeds are not affected by school children crossing the street. 

Critical Sp, eed .Points 
Less than 25 MPH 0 

25 27 i 

28 29 2 

30 32 3 

33- 34 4 

35- 37 5 

38 39 6 

40 42 7 

43 45 8 

Over 4 5 i 0 



b Warrant No. 2- Sight Distance 

The minimum acceptable sight distance is based upon a 
driver's height of eye of 3.75 feet and an object height of 
0.5 foot.. 

Table 2 

Approac.b.. S.peed (Critical) R•equired...Sight Distance 

30 MPH 200 feet 

40 MPH 275 feet 

50 MPH 350 feet 

If the available sight distance does not meet this criterion, 
assign i0 points. If the required sight distance is available, 
no points shall be assigned. 

C Warrant No. 3 Pedestrian Volumes 

Pedestrian volumes shall be obtained for each of any 2 hours 
daily when children are crossing to or from school. Vehicle 
volumes for Warrant 4 shall be obtained for the same 2 hours. 

Table 3 

Average Pedestrian Volume 
Per Hour 

35 49 
50 74 
75 99 

!00 124 
125 149 
150 174 
175 199 
200- 224 
225- 250 
Over 250 

Points 

i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

i0 



d Warrant No. 4 Vehicle Volume 

Vehicle volumes on the street being crossed by school 
pedestrians shall be obtained for each of any 2 hours daily 
when children are crossing to or from school. The vehicle 
volumes shall be obtained for the same 2 hours during which 
pedestrian volumes under Warrant No. 3 are obtained. 

Average Vehicle Volume 
Per Hour 

70 to 99 
I00 to 199 
200 to 299 
300 to 399 
400 to 499 
500 to 599 
600 to 699 
700 to 800 
Over 800 

Table 4 

Points 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

i0 

e Warrant No. 5 Street Width 

Street widths are the curb to curb distance, if curbs are 
in place. If curbs are not in place, then street width shall 
include the shoulder area. 

Table 5 

Street Width 

Less than 40 feet 

40 feet to 59 feet 

60 feet or more 

Points 

2 

i0 

Minimum criteria for the installation of pedestrian sep_ara- 
tion structures at unsignali-zed locations in sch•oi are•s• are liSted i'n' t• following. All of the conditions must be met. 

a Major street volume exceeds 3,000 vehicles in a 
continuous 4-hour period. 



b. Minor street volume is less than 125 vehicles in the 
same continuous 4-hour period. 

c. Pedestrian volume crossing the major street exceeds 
300 in the-same continuous 4-hour period. A child under 
12 years of age is the equivalent of 2.5 pedestrians for 
the purpose of this warrant. 

d. There is no existing or programmed tra•_ic signal within 
750 feet of the proposed structure. 

e. The 85 percentile speed of vehicles on the major street 
exceeds 30 mph. 

f. It is feasible to physically prohibit pedestrians from 
crossing the major street in the inunediate vicinity of 
the proposed structure. 

g. The area is substantially developed and the traffic 
patterns and volumes are stabilized. 

h. An economic analysis indicates that for a 10-year period, 
a pedestrian separation structure will be less expensive 
than a traffic signal. 

Source School Pedestrian Safety, Policies and Warrants, City 
of Sa/ Di4••, -1971 

Institute .of. Transportation ...Engineer..s 

In a recommended practice of the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE), the graph reproduced in Figure F-I is utilized to 
determine the need for control at school crossings. Detailed pro- 
cedures for determining D, W, and N are provided in the appendices 
of the below referenced source, which are reproduced at the end of 
this section. If the point located by plotting D and W is to the 
left of the line for N, i.e., point A, then control is not needed. 
On the other hand, if the point is to the right, i.e., point B, then 
control is needed. The graph can also be employed to establish 
priorities for improvements by considering the distance between th• 
appropriate N line and the point. Fore example, the crossing loca-• 
tion depicted by point P and an N of 6 takes priority over the 
crossing depicted by point Q and an N of I. 

Once the need for control has been established, the following 
criteria should be considered for particular types of facilities. 



A. Pedestrian Grade Structures 

i. The general conditions that require the school crossing 
are suffi.ciently permanent to justify such a structure 
(for example" a school route crossing a freeway). 

2. An economic comparison between the cost of the structure 
and the cost of othem controls indicates that the structure 
is justified from a long-range standpoint. 

3. The physical characteristics of the location make such a 

structure feasible from an engineering standpoint. 

4. The initial cost of such an improvement does not limit 
available funds to the point where other essential school 
crossing protection is neglected. 

5. Such a structure will serve other pedestrians besides 
school children. 

6. There is no possibility that the replanning of school routes 
or school districts will eliminate the need for such a struc- 
ture. 

B. Traffic Signals 

i. Signals are more feasible from a practical and economical 
standpoint than other types of school crossing control. 

2. There is no probability that the replanning of school routes 
or school districts will eliminate the need for such an in- 
stallation. 

3. The foliowing installation requirements for traffic control 
signals installed solely to provide adequate gaps at school 
crossings, as given in Section 7D-4 of the Manual on Uni•QrZ 
Traffic Control Devices for Streets and... Highways. 1970 Edition, 
are" iet. 

',i. Pedestrian indications shall be provided at least 
for each crosswalk established as a school crossing. 

2. At an intersection the signal normally should be 
traffic-actuated. Intersection installations that 
can be fitted into progressive systems may use pre- 
timed control. 

3. At non-intersection crossings the signal should 
be pedestrian-actuated, parking and other obstruc- 
tions to view should be prohibited for at least 
I00 feet in advance of and 20 feet beyond the cross- 
walk, and the installation should include suitable 
standard signs and pavement markings. Special 



police supemvision and/ore enfomcement should 
be provided fore a new non-intersection loca- 
tion. " 

Traffic signal co..ntrel should not be considered if there is 
forseeable need for supplemental costly protection because of the 
inability of school children to handle the signal system. In this 
regard, the following points are especially pertinent" 

i. In connection with traffic control signals installed for 
school crossings, it should be understood that a traffic 
signal is not the only remedy nor is it necessarily the 
correct solution to the perplexing problem of traffic 
conflicts between vehicles and school children. Brief 
periods during which hazards are unusually high are often 
better handled by officer control or adult crossing guards. 

2. In some circumstances the pupils' response to traffic 
signal indications is so inadequate that •he signal can 
become a .contributory factor in increasing rather than 
decreasing accidents. The response to officer control 
or adult crossing guards is less uncertain. 

C. Adult Crossing Guards and Police Officers 

i. An adult crossing guard or police officer is more feasible 
and economical than either a pedestrian grade separation 
structure or a traffic control signal specially installed 
to handle the crossing problem. 

2. There are special hazards, at either signalized or non- signalized locations, that can be properly handled only 
by adult supervision. These hazards would include unusual 
conditions such as extreme fog, complicated intersections, 
heavy vehicular turning movements, and high vehicular ap- 
proach speeds. 

3. A change in school routes or school districts is imminent, 
thus requiring protection at the location for only a limited 
time. 

Source A Recommended 
P•adt•ce o 

T•ah•o•at•on Engineers. 
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Figure F-I. Determination of need for traffic control 
at school crossings. 
Source" A .P_rogram for School Crossing Protection, 

A-R@commended Practice Of the l•$-•itute 
of Transportation Engineers. 
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APPENDIX G 

TRIP GENERATION RATES 

A pedestrian_ •!anning Procedures• Manual, Vol. II, 
Technical Supplem•ent, Report NO FHWA-RD-•7 9-•7• 
No•e•b'er- ! 9 7 8. 

A. Offices 

Generation factors, R, for offices are expressed as the 
average number of trips generated per hour per 1,000 square 
fee• on an average weekday between 7"00 AM and 7-00 PM. 

Representative values of R are given in Table 2, together 
with measures of the standard deviation and range associated 
with the field measurements examined. These measures can be 
used as guidelines for adjusting R to suit local conditions. 
The-size ranges shown in the f.igure are for guidance only. 

Secondary 
Land Use 
Ca tegory 

AI 
Local Use 
Buildings 

A2 
Headquarters 
Buildings 

A3 
Mixed Use 
Bu I di ngs 

..i 

All 
Office 
Uses 

Less Than 200 

Size Range (I000' s Square Feet-Gross) 

200 400 More •han '•'0'," 
R:5.4 

Std. Dev. : 1.4 
Range 3.4 to 7.2 

R=1.5 
S td. Dev. = 0.7 
Range 0.6 to 2.6 

R'= 
1 81 

S td. Dev. = 0.6 
Range 0.9 to 2.8 

R=2.5 
S td. Dev. = 1.7 
Range 0.6 to 7.2 

R:I.7 
Std. Dev. =o0 6 
Range I.I t •.8 

R=I.2 
Std. Dev. = 0.4 
Range 0.4 to 2.1 

R= 1.2 
S td. Dev. = 0.4 
Range 0.4 to 2.1 

Table-2 

Trip Generation Factors 
For Offices (Category A) 

Table 3 is a sample list of land uses and accompanying size 
and generation data to be used as further guideline in the selec- 
tion of R-values. 



Use 

Motor Vehicles Dept. 

Pos• Office 

C•ty Ha• 

Medical Office 

14.6 

7.2. 

6.5 

Medical Office 6.2 

Med i ca I Office 5.5 

S•ockbrokers 4.0 

Hourly Trips/ Size/ 
I000 sq. ft. I000 sq. ft 

14.6 15 

•0 

•0 

•00 

Municipal Bldg. 3.4 184 

2.1 852 Banki ng Headquarter• 
Insurance Headqua•ters I. 5 I000 

Government Bldg. I. ¢ 863 

Headquarters (unspec.) I 2 1634 

Headquarters (unspec.) I. 1 1048 

Insurance. Headquarters 1.1 1060 

Banki ng Headquarters I. 0 1460 

Banking Headquarters O. 9 949 

Insurance Headquarters 0 8 500 

Government Buildin• 0.4 1660 

Corporate Headquarters 2.6 90 

Corporate Headquarters I. 7 109 

Insurance Headquarters I. 3 127 

Corporate Headquarters i. 3 266 

Insurance Headquarters O. 6 I00 

Table 3 

Sample Office Land Uses And Their Generation 
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Figure 18 

Relationship Between R and Building Size 
For Local Use Office Bu.ildings (Category A1) 

Also, several data points, associated with a post 
office and a motor vehicles department, indicated an R of 
about 15 trips per hour per 1,000 square feet. The R for 
these points exceeded the group average by more than six 
standard deviations. Hence they clearly did not exhibit 
generation values characteristic of the group and were excluded; however, the potential existence of such high 
intensity generators should be recognized when applying 
the factors. 



B. Retailing (Excluding Foo.•-Re!.ated) 
Except where otherwise specified, the generation factors, R, 

fo.r this category of retailing are expressed as the average 
number of trips generated per weekday hour of operation per 1,000 
square feet of gross area. 

Representative values of R are given in Table 4, together 
with measures of the standard deviation and range associated with 
the field measurements examined. These measures can be used as guidelines for adjusting R-values to suit local conditions. 

Secondary 
Land, Use 
Category 

B1 
Specialty 
Reta i I i ng 

B2 
No rma l 
Reta i I i ng 

Typical Size Range 
(1000's Sq. Ft.) 

20 or Less 

200 to i000 

Average Hourly 
Generai:i on Rates 

R = 29.6 
S td. Dev. = 14.2 
Range 13.6 to 67.2 

R= 5.1 
S td. Dev. = 

•.0 
Range 3.Q to 6.2 

Table 

Trip Generation- Factors 
For Non-Food Retai Iing (Category B) 

Using average within the retailing subgroups, an inverse 
relationship between R and building size (gross area) was ob- 
tained. The relationship is shown in Figure 19; note that R is 
approximately equal to 100 divided by the square, root of the 
gross building size in 1,000's of square feet. 

The data is based on gross building area. On the average, 
sales area represents about 76.1v% of the gross area; or trip 
generation rates based on sales area should be adjusted to be 
about 31% higher than those associated with gross area. 

The data base used for the derivation of R-values suggests 
that downtown urban stores are typically either small and special 
ized or very large and diversified. Where stores of intermediate 
size exist, then depending on their nature, Rvalues may be select 
ed from- 

The low range of BI retailing 
The high range of B2 retailing 
The graph in Fig. 18 
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Figure 19 

Relationship Between R And Building Size 
For Non-Food Retai Iing 

If the planner is uncertain about the relationship 
between generation levels in the stud• area and those pro- 
vided in the manual (for example, if retailing is in de- 
cline), then peak hour counts at selected stores can provide 
a general factor for scaling the R-values to this particular 
situation. 



Use 

•ooks•ore 

Bookstore 

Hourly Tri psi Si zel 
I000 sO. ft. 1000 

54.8 

:1.1 2.5 

Sui:ermarke•: 35.. 7 7.5 

w•en s Clothing 32.7 6.5 

Junior Dept. Store 32. 

SuPe_•rket 3•,0 

Office Supol ies 28.2 3.5 

Boutique 25 6 3. 

Hen's Shoes 25.3 • 

tBranch 
Bank (Savings & Loan) 

Office Sups] as 

Gift Store 13.6 .•. 

•e•ar•ent S•ore •.2. •00 

Oepa •en.t S • • 5 7 52 

o,.,=.,< 

Table 5 

Sample Data From Category B Retailing 

XThe public floors of downtown banks have been included as B1 Retail- 
Private Floors internal to the bank would be considered under A2 or A3 
Headquarters Bui di ngs. 



Owing to the wide range of values in the BI category 
(see Fig. 14 for example), judgement will have to. be ex- 
ercised in the selection of R-values. Table 5 depicts some 
data samples which may aid in the selection. The locations 
surveyed to.develop the data however, were in areas of 
intense retail activity and where activity is less intense, 
lower vaiues should be used. 

C. Retai i.ng. _(.Food- Rel ate.d) 
The generation factors, R, for this category of re- tailing are expressed as the average number of trips gen- 

erated per hour of weekday operation based on two size 
parameters: (I) per 1,000 square feet, and (2) per seat. 

Representative values of R are given in Table 6, 
together with measures of the standard deviations and ranges 
associated with the field measurements examined. These 
measures can be used as guidelines for adjusting R to suit 
!ocal conditions. 

Secondary 
Land Use 
Ca •egory 

CI 

Fast Food 

Carry Out: 

With Service 

Average Hourly Weekday Trip General:ion 
Typical Size 
Parameters Per IO00 Sq. Ft. Per Seat 

3000 Sq. F•. 
or Less 

I00 Sea•s 
or Less 

3000- 5000 
Sq. Ft. 

].00- 20O 
Sea ts 

R 

Std. Oev. 41.2 

Range 88.0 to 205.0 

R 47.6 

S td. Oev. 6.7 

Range 36.3 to 53.5 

R-=3.1 

Std. Oev. 0.7 

Range 2.5 to 3.g 

R=I.4 

S:d. Oev. 0.4 

Range !.0 •:o 1.7 

C3 5000 Sq. Ft. R 11.5 R O.a3 
or More 

Full $•. Oev. 5.2 S•d. Oev. 0.22 
80 Seats 

Service or More Range •, 9 to 1•,.4 Range 0.10 to 0.74 

Table 6 

Trip GeReration Factors For Food-Related Retailing (Category C) 



The turnover rate of an establishment (the number of patrons 
served per seat per unit of time), is reflected in the trip generation 
factor based on seating capacity. However, the factors shown in Table 6 are 
based on trip ends, or two trips per patron served. .Hence-, the turnover 
rate, conv.erted, if required, to patrons served per hour per seat, could be 
doubled to obtain factors comparable to those shown in Table 6. Turnover 
rates are data that may be available to the user. 

Based on the data examined, the most reliable estima- 
tors within secondary categories are as follows" 

East food, carry-out- trips per seat 
Fast food with service- trips per 1,000 square feet 
Full service use either measure 

D. Parking 

The generation factors, R, for parking are expressed as 
the average number of trips generated per hour per parking 
space on an average weekday between 10:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. 
This time period was apparently chosen, in the parking 
studies reviewed, to encompass a peak and an off-peak per- 
iod, 

Representative ranges for R are given in Table7. 
Users can develop, esti.mates within these ranges to suit 
local conditions. 

D3 Parking Lot 0.6. to 1.1 

D4 -Parking Garage 0.4 to 0.6 

Average- Off Street 0.5 to 0 9 

Table 7 

Trip Generation Factors 
For Parking (Category D) 

Distingu.ishing short- and long-term parking may aid in 
interpreting the ranges in Table 7. Such data, furthermore, 
can be used in the exchange-model where different friction 
factors for short- and long-term parking are provided. If 
this data is unavailable, the variances in site specific 
parking rates can be used as surrogates or failing this, 
simple distance from the points of high land use concentra- 
tion. 



Generation data on curb parking is provided in Supple- 
ment 2. This data has not been included in the procedures 
since its contribution to generation is usually small and 
evenly spread. (The planner may of course, require a count 
of curb parking spaces and turnover for investigating 
traffic management strategies in Task 17.) 

E. Residential 

The generation factors, R, for single family and apart- 
ment dwellings are expressed as the average daily number of 
trips generated per dwelling unit and per resident on an 
average weekday. For hotel/motels, R is expressed as the 
average daily number of trips generated per occupied room 
and per 1000 square feet. 

Representative values of R are given in Table 8, 
together with measures of the standard deviation and range 
associated with the field measurements examined. All rates 
are for 24-hour weekday periods. 

Secondary 
Land Use 
Category 

El 
Single Family 

Dwel I ng 

E2 
Apartment 
Dwel I i ngs 

Per Dwel I i ng Uni t 

R = 15.6 
S td. Dev. = 3.2- 
Range 10.9 t• 19. 

Average Daily Generation 

Per Resident 

R=8.1 
Std. Dev. = 2.2 
Range 5.1 to 12.4 

R=4.6 

Std. Dev. = 0.8 

Range 3.1 to 6 3 

E3 
Hotel s and 

Motels 

Per Occupied Room 

R= 13.4 
Std. Dev. = 3.8 
Range 6.5 to 20.5 

TABLE 8 

Trip Generation Factors 
For Residences (Category E) 



Single family dwellings were characterized by 3.7 
residents per dwelling unit, and apartments exhibited 1.8 
residents per unit. For the data examined, the factors were 
reliab•l,e .for.•rel.ati..ng trips .per .dwel ing unit and trips per 
unit 

F. Modal Transfer 

General factors, R, for bus stops, taxi stands, subway 
stations, railroad stations, bus terminals and similar 
facilities will have to be derived or approximated from 
local public transit ridership data. 



APPENDIX H 

VALUE RATING SYSTEM 

Source" Model Pedestria..n Safety. Program, User's Manual, U. S. •)t)@, FHWi-, 'J'dne 1978. 

To combat this problem, Step 3 describes a variation of Benefit-Cost Analysis, different frown 
traditional analyses in that monetary, values are not directly used in the co•nparison. Instead, 
"Value Rating," based on the local situation, is assigned to each cost and benefit variable. 

Value Rating System Method 

The methodology of the Value Rating System is a six-step process. Two additional analysis 
options can also be used if warranted. 

Step A: List all cost and all benefit variables for the alternatives under consideration. 

Step B: Determine realistic ranges for each of the cost and benefit varifies. 

Step C: Convert the anticipated outcome level (expected cost or benefit) of each vz.riable 
of each alternative to a Value Rating using the appropriate Value Rating scale. 
Sum the cost and benefit Value Ratings for each alternative. 

Step D: Determine each alternative's Benefit-Cost R, atio. 

Step E: Consider constraints (goals and limitations). 

Step F: Select alternative(s) meeting these constraints. 

Analysis Option 1: Sensitivity Analysis. 

Analysis Option 2: Variable Priority Weighting. 

To facilitate the understanding of this method, the explanation will be made through an 

example. In this example, four possible actions (Alternatives A, B, C and D) have been identified 
that are relevant to some problem. Note that the numerical values and ranges used in this example 
are arbitrary and are examples only. 

Step A: List all cost and all benefit variables for the alternatives under consideration. 

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 listed some of the possible cost and benefit variables which relate to 

pedestrian facility installation and operation. Of course, not all of the variables will be applicable to 

every alternative. Likewise, additional variables not listed can be considered for other problem 
alternatives. The variables identified here are examples, and you should expand or edit the list 
according to your own locality's situation. 



Table 3-1 
Sample Categories of Costs Incurred 

in Pedestrian Facility Installation and Operation 

Cost Categories Unit of Measurement 

Design costs Dollars 
Construction cost• (including menpower) 
Annual maintenance and ooer•ting costs 
Vehicle delay 
Vehicle delay 
Pedestrian delay 
Implementation 
Ecological costs 

Air Dollution 
Noise Dollution 
Visual 13oilu lion 

Cost of an Accident 

Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Time 
Time 

Par•s oer million 
Decibels 
SuOiective 
Dollars 

Sample Categories of Benefits Received 
from Pedestrian Facility Installation and Operation 

Accident frequency reduction 
Accident severiW reduction 
FeciliW life exoectancy 
Vehicle de!•/reduction 
Vehicle delay reduction 
Pedestrian delay reduction 
Economic impact 
$ocial imo•-• 
Convenience 
Ecologiaal imitate 

Air Dotlution reduction 
Noise ootlution reduction 
Aesthetic imoect 

Unit of Memrernent 

Numerical 
Numerical 
Time 
Dollars 
Time 
Time 
Dollars 
Subiective 
Subiective 

Parts per m ill ion 
Decibels 
Subjective 



Step B" Determine realistic ranges for each of the cost and benefit variables. 

The process of evaluation in the Value Rating System converts the anticipated level of a cost or 

benefit variable to a "neutral" number. Because this outcome amount (e.g. Construction Cost) will 

vary between alternatives, a range of possibilities for each variable should be identified. In this 
example, Alternative A will cost $10,000 to construct, Alternative B $1000, and Alternative C 
$20,000. Alternative D, the "Take No Action' Alternative, would have no cost. Therefore, the range 
for the variable "Construction Cost" could be from less than. S1000 (<$1000) to greater than 
$25,000. 

Similarly, a range for each benefit variable should be listed. For example, Life Expectancy of an 

installed countermeasure may range from <2 years to 20+ years. 
The Value Ratings for each variable are determined by a point scale from 0-100. Tables 3-3 

(Costs) and 3-4 (Benefits) illustrate the listing of the variable ranges. The 0-100 Value Rating 
Scale is at the left of each table. Because some of the variables are not commonly evaluated in 
numerical terms, the lO0-point scale is supplemented by a five-division subjective"Poor-ExceLlent" 
scale. Thus, nonnumerical variables such as Visual Pollution, can be assigned a Value Rating based 
on its subjective evaluation (e.g. Poor, or Much additional Visual Pollution resulting from a 

countermeasure's installation, equals 10 points). 

• Step G: Convert the anticipated outcome level (expected cost or benefit) of each variable 
of each alternative to a Value Rating using the appropriate scale. Determine the 
Total Cost Value Rating and Total Benefit Value Rating for each alternative. 

Once the range has been .established for each cost and benefit variable, the anticipated levels of 
each variable for each alternative can be converted to Value Ratings. Table 3-5 gives example cost 
and benefit levels for :he four alternatives. Using Tables 3-3 and 3-4, these benefits and costs are 

converted to the Value Ratings shown in Table 3-6. 

The Total Benefit Value Rating for a particular alternative is determined by adding the Value 
Ratings of the individual benefit variables for that alternative and dividing by the number of 
variables. That is: 

where 
B 
V1,V 2 
N 

VI+V2+V3 +. 

N 

= Total Benefit Value Rating for that alternative 

= Individual Value R, atings for the benefit variables 
= Number of benefit variables considered for that alternative 







Table 3-5 
Example- Benefits and Costs of Four Action .adternatives 

Benefits 

Accident Reduction 

Fatality Reduction 

Injury Severity Reduction 

Life Exl=ectancy 

Economi¢ Impact 

Social Irnpact 

Irnglementation 

Level of Service 

Aesthetic Value 

Vehicle Delay Decrease 

Pedestrian Delay Decrease 

Noise Pollution Reduction 

Co=is 
'.. 

Design Cost 

Construction 

M•intenance 

Implementation 

Vehicle Delay Increase 

Pede=trian Delay ncr• 

Vi=ual Pollution Increase 

Noise Pollution Increase 

Air Pollution ncree•. 

Alternative 
A 

15% 

10% 

20% 

3 Yr. 

N/A 

Average 

Low Average 

Low Average 

N/A 

N/A 

7% 

$20OO 

$1000 

4 Mo. 

1% 

A (Average) 

N/A 

N/A 

Alternative 
B 

20% 

25% 

15% 

N/A 

Average 

5 MO, 

Average 

A ternative 
C 

45% 

45% 

30% 

10 Yr. 

High 

H igh 

I0 + Mo. 

Low Average 

Alternative 
D 

0% 

0% 

O% 

N/A 

N/A 

High 

N/A 

Average 

Low 

NtA 

NIA 

N/A 

High 

N/A 

NIA 

$1000 

$21 O0 

5 Mo. 

1% 

E (None) 

2% 

N/A 

$20,000 

$600 

10+ Mo. 

5% 

3% 

E (None• 

NIA 

N/A 

High 

N/A 

$0 

$300 

N/A 

0¸% 

E {None) 

N/A 

NIA 



Table 3-6 

Example- Value Ratings of Four Action Alternatives 

Benefits 

Accident Reduction 

Fatality Reduction 

Injury Severity Reduction 

Life Expectancy 

Economic Imgact 

Social Impact 

lmglamentation 

Level of Service 

Aesthetic Value 

Vehicle Delay Decrease 

Pedestrian Delay Decrease 

Noise Pollution Reduction 

Total 

Alternative 
A 

3O 

2O 

15 

5O 

3O 

3O 

10 

285 (N=9) 

50 

9O 

450 (N=7) 

Design Costs 

Construction 

Maintenance 

Implementation 

Vehicle Delay Increase 

Pedestrian Delay Increase. 

Visual Pollution Increase 

Noise Pollution Increase 

Air Pollution Increase 

Total 

Alternative 
B 

Alternative 
C 

3O 

3O 

5O 

10 

310 (N=8) 

100 

100 

10 

5O 

8O 

90 

8O 

600 (N=8| 

Alternative 
D 

50 

9O 

9O 

3O 

9O 

50 

640 (N=10| 

0 

9O 

90 

230 (N-8) 

2O 

7O 

5O 

7O 

300 (N=7) 

100 

100 

100 

100 

9O 

575 (N=6) 



Similarly, the Total Cost Value Rating for a particular alternative is obtained by adding the 
individual cost variabl•' Value II.ating• and dividing bythe number of variables: 

V I + V 2 + V 3 +... 

where: 

C : 

vt, v2... : 

N : 

Total Cost Value Rating for that altemativv 

Individual Value Ratings for the cost variables 

Number of cost variables considered for that alternative 

For the four alternatives in this example, the Total Cost and Total Benefit Value Ratings are: 

Benefits Costs 

Alternative A 
285 450 

31.7 64.3 
9 7 

Alternative 8 
310 600 38.8 75.0 

8 8 

Alternative C 
64O 30O 

64.0 42.9 
10 7 

230 575 
Alternative O 28.8 95.8 

8 6 

Step D: Determine each alternative's Benefit.Cost Ratio. 

The Benefit-Cost t•atio is expressed as 

where: 
B = the Total Benefit Value-]taring,for an alternative 

C = the Tota• Co•t Value ]•ating for the same slternative 



In this example, the four Ratios are: 

B 31.7 
Alternative A: P •,'• 64.•'• .49 

B 38.8 
Alternative B: p .51 

C 75.0 

B 64.0 Alternative C: P •" 42.'• 1.49 

B 28.8 
Alternative O: /• •" 95.8 

.30 

It must be realized that this ratio is not a measure of the relative quality of particular 
alternatives. That is, a countermeasure with a.rafio of 2.0 is not twice as good as another with a 
ratio of 1.0. In addition, because this method does not deal with monetary values, it is not 

necessary for the ratio-to be greater than 1.0 in order for an alternative to be acceptable. The B-C 
Ratio is simply a numerical statement of the benefits expected versus the costs ootlayed. 

After determining each alternative's Benefit-Cost Rating, they should be evaluated in sequence, 
starting with the one with the highest Ratio. The highest rated alternative should be the one 
selected. 

In the example, Alternative C obviously has the-highest B-C Ratio and, if there are no 
constraints, would be the facility to select. However, constraints (e.g., cost limitations, and/or 
desired minimum benefit levels) will affect whether or not the highest rated alternative will be the 
one implemented. Step E discusses constraint comideration. 

• Step E" Comider constraints (goals and limitatiom). 

Constraints are desired or required prerequisites which a solution to a particular problem must 
meet. Possible cost-variable constraints are the total funds available or the immediacy tn.a• the 
problem solution must be installed. Example benefibvariable constraints are a minimum desired 
lt-vel of accident • injury severity reduction, or no additional visual pollution at the installatio•" 
•ite. 

For this example, the eomtraints 
are: 

* Construction costs cannot exceed $10,000. 

. It must be totally implemented, within 6 months. 

a, Vehicle delay increases cannot exceed 3 percent. 



• Expected fatality reduction must be at least 10 percent. 

. Its unattended life expectancy must be 3 or more years. 

Step F describes the method of final alternative selection. 

Step F- Select highest rated -..alternative meeting the constraints. 

After the Benefit-Cost Ratio for each alternative has been calculated, the alternative with the 
largest Ratio and meeting the constraints should be selected for implementation. 

In this example, Alternative C has the highest B-C Ratio (return on investment). However, its 
high design, comtruction and maintenance coats, and long. implementation time do not meet the 
stated constraints. On the other hand, it has a very high anticipated accident reduction level, 
positive •l'feets on the local economy, and aesthetic value. In a case where one alternative has such a 

higher B-C Ratio but does not meet the initial constraints, it may be appropriate to try. to meet 
those constraints (e.g. find the extra money, or be less concerned about the implementation time). 

Alternative D, the "Take No Action" alternative, also .does not meet all the stated 
constraints-specifically the desired 10percent reduction in accident fatalities. Although this 
alternative is certainly a feasible choice, and incurs practically r.o costs, the expected benefits are 

minimal as well. In some situations, the No Action Alternative may be better than the Do 
Something :Mternatives if the constraints are met. 

Both Alternatives A and B meet the stated constraints in this example. Assuming that no 

additional constraints are added when only these two alternatives are left, the choice is 
Alternative B, which has the higher Value Rating Ratio-(.49 vs..51). 

Subjectivity Problems with Benefit.Cost Analysis 
,adthough Benefit-Cost Analyses use numbers a •eat deal, in reality they are very subjective. 

The anticipated .benefits of a countermeasure are only guesses of what will occur in the future. 
Although past experience may help generate estimates with •eater accuracy, the figures are still 
conjectures for the specific location under consideration. 

Certainly the most useful tool for a Benefit-Cost Analyst/Decision Maker to have is a method 
which accurately forecasts the future. However, numerous unknowns about future events present 
some level of uncertainty and risk in making inch predictions. In estimating the anticipated 
outcome levels of individual benefit and cost variables, the analyst must use sound and well-based 
judgment. A thorough understanding of the variables and their potential effects is a prerequisite for 
accurate forecasting. 

H-IO 



Similarly, in developing the scales for the Value Rating conversion tables, realistic and sound 
ranges must be used. The range must be such that small incremental changes in the outcome 
estimate of a variable will not drastically change the final Value Rating: At the same time, the range 
should permit large variations in individual variables to be reflected in the final total Value Rating 
for the alternative. 

Accurate forecasting through sound rational judgment must be supplemented by professional 
integrity on the part of the B-C Analyst. Whenever a quantitative analysis is being made, the 
outcome is directly affected by the data input. It is imperative that the numbers used reflect reality, 
and not personal biases, as much as possible. An alternative selection based on incorrect data may 
not be effective and certainly will waste time and funds. Verifying the numerical values to be used 
in the analysis is more important than the mathematical computations themselves. 

Several techniques enabling a decision maker to better •ess possible future situations are 
available. Sensitivity Analysis forecasts several futures for individual events (variables). It is not a 
required step in a Benefit-Cost Analysis, but can give a better indication of what alternative to 
select. Analysis Option 1 describes this technique. 

• Analysis Option 1: Use Semitivity Analysis.if desired. 

Sensitivity Analysis is a technique allowing estimation of more than one possible future 
condition for any or all variables for one or all alternatives. Instead of one "best •ess" level for a 
variable, three estimates are made: an optimistic, a pessimistic, and a midrange level. The Total 
Benefit or Total Cost Value Rating and the Benefit.Cost Ratio are then reeomputed for that 
alternative for each of the three estimates, and the alternatives are again compared. It is possible 
that the most advantageous alternative will change depending on whether optimistic or pessimistic 
conditions occur. 

The decision maker-analyst must decide which of the possible future environments for a variable 
is the most likely,, rather than one "best guess" outcome. That decision will identify which"" 
alternative is selected. Of course, if the same alternative comes out ahead through all conditions, 
then the decision is much easier to make. 

In the example, say that Alternatives A and B have midrange Life Expectancies of 3 years and 
6 years (the previous calculation). However, optimistic and pessimistic Life Expectancy estimates 
and the equivalent Value Ratings may be the following: 

Life,, Ex, pecta ,ncy _Altemativo A Alternative B 
Optimistic 6 (- 30) 10 (= 50) 
Midrange :3 (- 15) 5 (- 301 

(Earlier calculation) 
Pessimistic (-- O) 2 (- 10) 

Recomputing the Benefit-Cost Ratio under these possible Life Expectancy conditions, the new 

Ratios are: 

B-C Ratio Alternative A Alternative B 

Optimistic .52 .55 
Midrange .49 .51 

(Earl ier calculation) 
Pessimistic .47 .48 

H-II 



It can be seen that the optimistic Alternative A has a better B-C Ratio than both the midrange and 
pessimistic Alternative B, and that the midrange Alternative A is better than the pessimistic 
Alternative B. 

:Vote that Sensitivity Analysis can become very mathematically complex. If every Benefit and 
Cost variable is assigned three values and all possible combinations (using some optimistic, or some 
pessimistic, or some midrange levels, etc.) are tested, a computer would be absolutely required. This 
technique should only be used when it is truly difficult to determine the one likely "best guess" for 
a variable. Of course, it is possible that a pessimistic occurrence of one variable may cause an 

optimistic occurrence of another variable. Variable interrelationships must be watched when using 
Sensitivity. Analysis. 

This discussion has so 
far assumed that all the cost and benefit variables are of equal 

importance. In reality, each locality has a different set of priorities based on budgetary, accident 
rate and other criteria. The second analysis option presents a technique for emphasizing and 
deemphasizing'variables if desired. 

Analysis Option 2- Use Variable Priority Weighting if desired. 

A benefit and cost Variable Weighting scheme is recommended when the most important 
variables to a decision making process should be maximized and variables of lesser importance to 
the individual locality minimized. To use this technique, a mathematical Weighting Factor is 
assigned to each •ariable. The. Factor value, from 0 to t, is multiplied with the Value Rating of that 
variable. A weight of I •ves full value to the variable; a weight of 0 eliminates the variable.- 
Mathematically, the Weighting Factor procedure is stated •: 

where: 

B=W lv I+W 2V 2+W 3V 3+... 

= Total Benefit Value (as above). 
= Individual Values for the benefit variables (as above). 
= Individual Weighting Factors for the associated benefit variables. 

Similarly: 

C=W 1V 1 +W 2V 2+W 3V 3+. 
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where: 

Vl, V•, 
WI,W2... 

= Total Cost VaJue (as above). 
= Individual Values for the cost variables (as above). 

= Individual Weighting Factors for the associated cost variables. 

Selection of the Weighting Factors is somewhat arbitrary. If it is not possible to determine 
which variables are more important than others, no weighting should be used. 

Using the data from the example, possible Variable Priorities might be as follows (Table 3-7): 

Table 3-7 

Example: Priority Weights for Benefit and Cost Variables 

Benefits 

Acciden• Reducdon 

Fatality Reduction 
Injury Severity Reduction 

Life Expectancy 
Economic Impact 

Social Impact 

Implementation 
Level of Service 

Aesthetic. Value 

Vehicle Delay Decrease 

Pedestrian Delay Decrease 

Weight Cost= 

1.0 Dedgn • 
1.0 Construction Costs 

Weight 

1.0 

.8 

.7 

.2 

.2 

°4 

.2 

.6 

.6 

Maintenance 

Implernentation 
Vehicle Delay Increase 

Pedestrian Delay Increase 

Visual Pollution 

Noise Pollution 

Air Pollution 

.Noi. l•!lUltion 4 

Note: The numerical value= are arbitrary and 
are example values only. 'Ea'cl• 'i0c•liW"shoutd list 

to its own goals and limitations. 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

.2 

.6" 

.6 

.2 

.7 

.5 

)riotitie$ approoriate 

Using the Value Ratings from Table 3-6, the Total Benefit and Total.Cost Value Ratings can be 
r*,ealeulated (Table 3-8). 
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Table 3-8 

Example- Recalculated V',due Ratings of 
Four Action Alternatives Using Variable Priority Weighting 

Alternative Alternatwve Alternative 
Benefits 

Accident Reduction 

Fatality Reduction 

Injury Severity Reduction 

Life Expectancy 

Economic Impact 

Social Impact 

Implementation 

Level of Service 

Aecchetic Value 

Vehicle Delay Decrease 

Pedestrian Delay Decrease 

Noise Pollution 

Total (= B) 

A 

30 (1.0) 30 

2O (1.0) 20 

40 (1.0) 4O 

15 (.8) 12 

50 (.2) 10 

60 (.2) 12 

30 (.4) 12 

30 (.2) 6 

10 (.4) 4 

146 (N=g) 

Design Cost• 60 (1.0) 60 

60 (1.0) 60 

5O (1.0) 50 

60(.2) 12 

80 .6) 48 

90 (.6) 54 

50 (.2) 10 

Conc•ruction 

Maintenance 

Implementation 

Vehicle Oetav Increase 

Pedestrian Delay Increase 

Visual Pollution 

Noise Pollution 

Air Pollution 

Total (- C) 294 (N=7) 

4O (1.0) 40 

50 (1.0) =50 

30 (1.0) 30 

30 (.8) 24 

50(.2) 10 

50 (.2) 10 

50 (.4) 2O 

10 (.2) 2 

186 (N=8) 

lOO 
(i.o).  'oo 

100 (1.0) 100 

10(1.0)= 10 

5O (.2) 10 

80 (.6) 48 

90(.s) s• 

90 (.2) 18 

80 (.7) 56 

396 (N=8) 

90 (1.0) 90 

90.(1.0) 90 

60 (1,0) 

50 (.8) 40 

90 (.7) 63 

90 (.2) 18 

0 (.2) 0 

30 (.4) 12 

9O (.2) 18 

50 (.4) 20 

411 (N=10) 

At ternat ive 
D 

0 (1.0) 0 

0 (1.0) 0 

0 (1.0) 0 

90 (.2) 18 

50 (.4) 20 

90 (.2) 18 

0(,6) 0 

0 (.6) 0 

56 

(1.0) 0 100 (1.0) 100 

2O (1.0) 20 

70 (1.0) 7O 

0 (.2) 0 

50 (.6) 30 

70 (.6) 42 

90 (.2) 18 

180 (N=7) 

100 (1.0) 100 

85 (1.0) 85 

100 (.6) 6O 

100( .6)-60 

90 (.2) 18 

4L•3 (N=6) 
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Using these new values and the procedures in Step C, the Total Beneift and Total Cost Value 
Ratings for the four alternatives are- 

Benefit Cost 

Alternative A 16.2 42.0 
Alternative B 23.3 49.5 
Alternative C 41.1 :25.7 
Alternative D 7.0 70.5 

The Benefit-Cost Ratios for the four alternatives are: 

Alternative A .39 
Alternative B .47 

Alternative C 1.60 

Alternative D .10 

Referring back to Step D, it can be seen that the sequence for considering alternatives has not 
changed. The high-to-low sequence both with and without Variable Priority Weighting is C-B-A-D. 
However,,.the.Priority Weighting values can affect the-Benefit-Cost Ratio and, therefore, the possible 
best alternative. 

Benefit-Cost Analysis is an important decision,making tool because it provides a technique to 

make Alternative selections based on mathematical analysis. This is not to say that B-C Analysis 
should be the only basis for selecting an alternative. Political and public demand, historical 
precedent, and your specific situation have roles to play. However, a quantitative.analysis provide• 
the element for more rational, and subsequently justifiable, decisions. 

Rational decision making is particularly necessary because of the •eat demand for safety 
improvement funds at all levels of government- a demand which is expected to increase in the 
future. The method outlined in Step 3 (and illustrated in Figure 3-1) is conducive to use at all 
governmental levels. (See Appendix E for a specific discussion of its use at the state level.) 
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